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SUMMARY

The purpose of this document, known as the Owens Valley PM-10 Planning Area
Best Available Control Measures State Implementation Plan (BACM SIP), is to
update the efforts undenn ay to solve the particulate matter air pollution problem in

the southern Owens Valley and to determine the best control measures available at

this time for implementation. This document describes the Planning Area, the air

pollution sources, the quantities of air pollution and the measures being developed

to control the problem. It evaluates all the control measures under consideration in

terms of such items as effectiveness, feasibility and cost and designates three

me:rsures as "best available control measures" or BACM.

The high levels of particulate matter air pollution (PM-10) in the Planning Area

cause human health problems, affect national security interests and adversely
impact the innumerable plant and wildlife resources found in the Eastern Sierra.

Daily concentrations of PM-10 in the Owens Valley are among the highest

measured in the country. The Federal Standand for 24hour average concentration

is 150 micrograms per cubic meter 0.g/*'). Concentrations in the community of

Keeler have been measured as high as 1186l ILS/m3, or over l0 times the Federal

Standard.

Owens Dry Lake is the source within the Planning Area responsible for 99.9% of

the PM-10 air pollution. The lake was dried early in this century when Owens

Lake's water sources wene diverted to the City of Los Angeles. Since then, Owens

Lake has become the largest single source of anthropogenic air pollution in the

country. On a peak day, about 50,000 tons of PM-10 are emitted from the Lake.

The yearly emissions average about 1,000,000 tons.

The Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District @istrict) is working with

members of the public, the City of I-os Angeles, the State of California and the

Environmental Protection Agency to develop a solution to the problem at Owens

Lake. Eleven possible control measure candidates are described and evaluated in

this document. However, a number of measures have been eiiminated by the lake

bed owner, the California State Lands Commission, as being unaccePtable because

th.y do not take into account the public trrst nesounces of the lake. The State

Lands Commission has so far determined that three measunes are acceptable: flood

irrigation, vegetation and riparian corridors. They have found three mezNures to be

Ovens Valley PM-10 BACM SIP

tune 1994
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unacceptable: gravel blankets, chemical stabilizers and waste material coverings.
There has been no determination on the other five measures under consideration:
refilling the lake, sprinklers, salt flats, shallow groundwater lowering and
closely-spaced sand fences.

As a requirement of this document, the District has determined that the best
available control measures are three measures that are both available for
implementation and are acceptable to the State Lands Commission: flood
irrigation, vegetation and riparian corridors. All of these measures have been
implemented on a limited basis and will be expanded where feasible. The District is
presently concentrating its efforts on completing the testing of these three measures
in order to determine the control effectiveness, the large-scale implementation
feasibility and the costs associated with the BACMs. At the request of the State, the
District is using only locally adapted native plant species in all vegetation-based
testing.

The EPA has set a date of FebruaA B, 1997 for preparation and submittal of a
final plan that demonstrates attainment of the PM-10 Standard. As shown in the
schedule contained in this document, all research and test results will be ready in
time to choose and begin implementation of the measures necessary for Standard
attainment by the Febru ary 1997 deadline. Attainment of the Standard needs to be
accomplished by the end of 2001 .
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1.1 FEDERAL CLEAN AIR ACT MANDATES

OnJuly l, l9B7 the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
promulgated a new National Ambient Air Quality Standard (StandarQ for
particulate matter l0 microns in diameter or less (PM-10). The PM-10
Standard was set at 150 micrograms per cubic meter (pgl*t) for the 24hour
standard and 50 pgl mt for the annual average standard. These levels were
selected to protect the health of people who are sensitive to exposure to fine
particles.

On August 7, l9B7 the EPA designated the southern Owens Valley, between
Tinemaha and Haiwee Reservoirs, as an area that violated the new PM-10
Standard. The Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District (Great Basin)
adopted a PM-10 State Implementation Plan (SIP) in December l9BB and

submitted it to the California Air Resources Board (CARB), where it was also
approved in December, lgBB and forwarded to the EPA. No action was taken

by EPA to approve or disapprove the l9BB SIP-

In November 1990, the federal Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) were

signed into law, setting into motion new statutory requirements for affaining the

PM-1Q Standards. AII areas in the United States that were previously classified

as federal non-attainment areas for PM-10, includitg the southern Owens

Valley, were designated as "moderate" PM-10 non-attainment areas. In

response to a request through the CAAA, in November 1991 the District

prepared an addendum to the lgBB SIP that updated the air quatity

information and the work Perbrrned since l9BB.

Section IBS(b) of the CAAA specifies that any area that cannot attain the

standands by December 1994 would subsequently be reclassified as a "serious"
non-attainment area. In January 1993, EPA completed its initial reclassification

process, and included the southern Owens Valley among five nationwide areas

reclassified as "serious" effective February B, 1993. Section l8g(b) of the CAAI{

further specifies that a SIP revision is due within lB months of the

reclassification (August B, 1994). This revision must assure that implementation

of BACM, including "best available control technology'' (BACT), will be

effective within four years of the reclassification date, which is February B,

lgg7. The purpose of this document is to satisfr Section lBB(b) of the Cfuav{

for BACM SIP submittal.

Ourcns Valley Pfi-10 BACM SIP

lune 1994
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Section 1 - Introduction

ln early 1993, EPA released draft guidance to local districts indicating the

requirements which would be necessary to meet CfuL{ statutes. This was

followed by u number of BACM SIP workshops.

According to the EPA guidance, BACM SIP submittals must contain:

o ,4. baseline inventory of PM-10;

An evaluation of source category impacts;

An evaluation of the technological feasibility of each candidate

BACM;

An evaluation of the costs associated with each candidate BACM;

A rationale for the selection of each BACM from the candidate list

of BACMs;

Provisions to lower the emissions level for sources that are classified
as "major sources" to include any point sources that emit 70 tons
per year of PM-10 or more, and

Assurances that implementation of selected BACM (including
BACT), are effective by February 8' 1997.

This document addresses each of the elements contained in the EPA guidance.t

Other requirements for Serious areas will be addressed in the Demonstration of

Attainment (DOA) SIP that must be submitted to the U.S. EPA by February B,

1997. For the Owens Valley Planning Area, the DOA SIP wi[ include:

A control strategy with a list of measures for implementation at
Owens Lake,

An air quality model that will demonstrate that the proposed control
measures will bring the area into attainment with Standard, md

Qyantitative milestones that will be evaluated every three years to
demonstrate that "reasonable further Progress" is being made to
attain the Standard.

The CfuL{ further requires that the PM-10 Standand be attain.d by December

3 l, 2001. However, there are provisions in the Act for extensions of this date.
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1.2 BACM ADOPTION AND OWENS IAKE

The Clean Air Act requires that Serious areas adopt BACM for sources
identified in the BACM guidance documents. The only significant source of
PM-10 in the Owens Valley Planning Area is Owens Dry Lake. The BACM
Guidance Documents, which satisf;actorily address urban fugitive dust sources,
are not easily transferable to the problem at Owens Lake. Because of the
enorrnous size of the area that must be controlled at Owens Lake (about 46
square miles), and because the control measures must be maintained for as long
as water from the Eastern Sierra is diverted to Los Angeles, the criteria to
evaluate and select BACM wil be investigated specifi*lly for Owens Lake.
BACM for Owens Lake must be carefully developed and evaluated for different
parts of the lake considering each control measure's technical feasibility,
potential emission reductions for PM- 10, economic cost, and long-term
environmental impacts.

The District has worked diligently with other parties to determine what control
measures should be considered BACM for Owens Lake. Since 1983, the
District has worked closely with the Los Angeles Departrnent of Water and
Power, the California State Lands Commission, the California Air Resources
Board, the California Departrnent of Fish and Game, the California Regional
Water Q.r"lity Control Board, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. N.ry. In addition to the public
agencies, a long list of environmental groups, scientific experts, and local
citizens have participated in the efficrt.to develop fugitive dust controls for
Owens Lake.

With regard to Owens lake, this BACM SIP document summarizes the list of
candidate BACMs that have been considered for implementation on the lake
bed. Then, based on a set of evaluation criteria, the measures that represent
BACM are identified. These evaluation criteria include: the measure's potential
effectiveness based on the results of testing to date, available natural resources,
large-scale implementation feasibility, large-scale implementation cost and the
mandate from the lake bed property owner, the California State Lands
Commission, that measures implemented preserve or restore public tmst values.

The DOA SIP due in 1997 will contain a final control measure implementation
plan that identifies which Standard attainment control measures will be applied
on Owens L,ake, where each final measure will be applied and a measure
implementation phasing schedule. This schedule will provide for full
deployment of the final measures by the 2001 Standard attainment deadline.

Ourcns Valley Pt'l-10 BACM SIP
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SECTION 2 - OWENS VALLEY PLANNING AREA

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GENERAL GLIMATIC CONDITIONS
WIND CHARACTERISTICS

(hrcns Vdley Pfi-10 BACI'I SIP
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2.1 PHYSICAT CHARACTERISTICS

The Owens Valley Planning Area (OVPA) is located in eastern California in

west central hyo County, completely within the boundaries of the Great Basin
Unified Air Pollution Control District (Figure l). The OVPA has been defined

by the EPA as hydrologc unit number 18090103 on the State of California

Hydrologic Unit Mrp 1978. The area encompassed is approximately 70 miles

long and 20 miles wide (Figure 2).

The crest of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range defines the western edge of

the area, from approximately Taboose Creek in the north to Round Mountain
in the south. The southern boundary crosses the Owens Valley eastward at
Haiwee Reservoir and into the Coso Mountain Range to Coso Peak. At Coso

Peak the boundury curves northward across Lower Centennial Flat and runs

along the crest of the Inyo Mountain Range to approximately Waucoba

Mountain. From this northeast corner of the area, the northern boundary

crosses the Owens Valley at Tinemaha Reservoir. The OVPA lies in the

deepest valley in the countryl the low elevation of 31552 feet above mean sea

level occurs at Owens Lake while the high elevation of 14,494 occurs at the

peak of Mount WhiureY.

The OVPA is very rural in nature and includes no incorporated cities.

However the area does include the unincorporated communities of

Independence (Inyo County seat), Lone Pine, Dolomite, Keeler, Cartago and

Olancha. Additional small ranches and housing tracts are located throughout

the area. The perrnanent population within the Planning Area is approximately
g,+00 people.2 Nearly all of the land within the OVPA is public land under the

jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management, the U.S. Forest Sewice, the

U.S. Deparnnent of Defense, the California State Lands Commission, the

County of Inyo and the City of Los Angeles.

2.2 GENERAL CLIMATIC GONDITIONS

Due to the large elevational differences within the OVPA, the climate ranges

from a high desert type on the floor of the Owens Valley to an alpine type

Owens Valley Ptl-lO BACI'I SIP

lune 1994
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Section 2 - Owens Valley Planning Area

along the crest of the Sierra. Because the air pollution associated with the
Planning Area occurs at the lower elevations and because the permanent
population resides on the valley floor, climatic conditions will be described
there.

Weather in California is a continuous interaction of maritime air masses with
those of continental origin. The Owens Valley is well protected from the ocean
air masses by its mountainous surroundings and consequently experiences a
predominantly high desert type of climate. This climate is characterized by
warrn to hot summers, moderate winters, large daily and seasonal temperature
ranges and low humidities.

Daily temperature variations are often about 40'F between the high and the
low. Summer high temperahrres often exceed 100"F, followed by evenings in
the mid-60s to low 70s. Winter temperatures are moderate and, on average, ffil
to rise above freezing only about l0 days per year. Most of the area's
precipitation falls as a mix of rain and snow during the months from December
thnough March. Precipitation totals on Owens Lake averages about 4 inches per
year. Summer rain falls as brief thundenhowers in the mid to late afternoon.
Humidity is low throughout the year and, as is the case with desert aneas,
sunshine is abundant year-round.

2.3 WIND CHARACTERISTICS

Large-scale movement of air masses over the Great Basin and the extreme
topography of the Owens Lake area govern the direction, intensity and
duration of surface winds. The north to south orientation of the 101000 foot
deep valley causes the vast majority of surface winds to flow upvalley
(predominantly south-southeast) or down-valley (north-northwest). Four
prominent wind flow patterns are observed in the Owens Lake area, two
resulting in upvalley flow and trro resulting in down-valley flow. The upvalley
flow conditions result from

storm fronts that pass south of the Owens Valley and
local heating differentials between the valley floor and surrounding
mountains,

whereas the down-vdley flow conditions result from

. channeling of the prevailing maritime westerlies and

. local drainage flows resulting from radiative cooling of the
surrounding mountains.

a

a
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Winds are relatively constant throughout the year, typically averaging 7 mph to
9 mph each month. Locations at the higher elevations (e.9. Bishop) have better
exposure to upper air patterns than those at lower elevations (e.9. Ridgecrest)
and consequently experience slightly higher monthly average wind speeds.

Winter weather can occur from November through February and, during this
season, down-valley surface winds are prevalent. During this time of year, up-
,ralley winds greater than l0 mph occur less than l0 percent of the time,
usually as a result of the storm fronts passing south of the area. The threshold
velocity for sand movement on the lake is about lB mph at l0 meters above
lake bed t2 mph depending on sand grain size and surface roughness. Spring
weather (March through June) results in an equal occurrence of up-valley and
down-valley winds greater than l0 mph. Both upvalley and down-valley winds
greater than l0 mph occur over 20 percent of the time. In the summer, up-
valley surface winds ane prevalent. Down-valley winds greater than l0 mph
occur less than 5 percent of the time during J,rly and August. Fall weather
patterns are either a continuation of the summer or an early beginning of
winter.

The tfpi"d day is a pattern of night and morning down-valley flow and
afternoon and evening up-valley flow. The drainage effect, one of the conditions
producing down-valley winds, is stronger in the winter, while the upslope effect,
one of the conditions producing up-valley winds, is stronger in the surnmer,
particularly during the afternoon. Starting around June, the upvalley flow
begins to be established earlier in the morning, accounting for the larger
proportion of upvalley winds at this time of year. The strongest winds, those
associated with storm fronts, usually have a westerly component and their
intensity and duration depends on the track of the storm. There have been
occurrences of strong west winds across the area, but northwesterly winds are
the more frequent direction of strong winds. The peak annual gust
(approximately five seconds duration) in the area is usually between 65 mph
and 75 mph.t

Owens Vdley Pf.l-10 BA(l,l SIP
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FIGURE 2 - Planning Area Boundaries
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3.1 IMPACTS OF PM-10 ON HUMAiIS, PLANTS AND ANIMALS

Both EPA and the State of California have established ambient air quality

standards for PM-10. The California 2Shour and annual average standards, which

are considerably more stringent than the federal standards, were set with the

intention of;

,,Prevention of excess deaths from short-term exPosures and of exacerbation

of symptoms in sensitive patients with respiratory disease. Prevention of

excess seasonal declines in pulmonary function, especially in children."

(CAC, Title 17, Section 702004)

In developing these standards many sources of health effects datz were considered

including epidemiology studies, clinical studies of controlled human exposures,

animal toxicology, short-term bioassays, and biochemical studies. The development

of the final standards focused primarily on epidemiological studies.

In developing a short-term (2a-hour) health-based standard for PM-10, EPA

considered hialth effects reported in the literature including mortality and various

morbidity indicators such as reduced lung function. Mortality effects were

considered in the development of a short-term standard, although th.y were not

used to derive a specific threshold for effects. Morbidity studies, which wene most

important in the derrelopment of the 2&hour standard for PM-10, were conducted

by DockeV, et al. (l982t) 
"rd 

Dassen et al. (19866). These shrdies showed a

decrease in lung function following episodes of particulate pollution. The changes

were small, buisignificant, and persisted for two to three weeks. In the Dockery

study, there *^ 
" 

higher response in some children indicating that there may be

sensitive subgroups in the population'

Several studies have noted a correlation between mortality rates and long-term

exposure to particulate pollution levels (USEPA 19861. These studies have raised

"orr".*s 
for possible premature mortality due to particulate pollution. Although

these studies 
^h"rr. 

been grven less weight in the setting of standards for PM- 10 due

to methodological shortcomings, studies of this tFpe were taken into consideration

in the evaluation of the margin of safety for the standard'

(hrcns Vdley Pt'l-10 BACM SIP
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Section 3 - Air Qualtty Setting

The data that were most influential in the development of the annual average

PM-10 standard were published by Ware et al. (l9B6E) involving about 10,000 six-

to nine-year-old children in six U.S. cities. The study reported an association

between particulate pollutant levels and reports of coughing, bronchitis, and

respiratory illness.

Because of the timited scope and number of longer-term quantitative shrdies,

qualitative data from epidemiological and animal studies were also considered in

the development of the standard. These studies supPort the concerns, eqpecially for

sensitive groups (asthmatics, bronchitic individuals, and the elderly).

The Federal PM-10 standards are based on total particle mass without

consideration of the chemical components. However, studies indicate that heavy

exposure to desert dust may be harmful to human health. A tyttdtome referred to

as ,'desert lung syndrome" [nonoccupational pneumoconiosis] has been described in

the literature. Cases have been reported from the Sahara, Arabian, and Negev

deserts. The syndrome is charactenzed by deposits of sandy dust in the lungs.

There is some evidence that these deposits may be associat€d with changes in lung

function; however, datz addressing this issue are very limited. Desert dust also

contains crystalline silica. Exposure to this compound has been associated with

adverse health effects in occupational settings [.e., fibrosis, silicosis).

PM-10 concentrations near Owens l-ake are arnong the highest measured in the

country. Concentrations of more than l0 times the 24hour standard have been

measured in the community of Keeler on the east shore of the lake (1186l IE/m"
on 2/3/89) . In addition to Keeler, the communities of [,one Pine to the north and

Olancha to the south routinely see standard violations (e.g. Keeler anrrually

averaged l8 orceedences of the 150 pglms Federal Standard over the 5 year

period 1988 to 1993). Although the Owens Valley Planning Area itseH has only

lbor1t 3r4O0 pennzrnent residents, the areas regularly affected by the dust storms

include a1l of I;1yo County and the commr:nities to the south of Ridgecrest, China

Lake a1rd Inyokern. The perrnanent population of these regularly a.ffected areas is

about 501000. In addition, because the Eastern Sierra is a popular racation

destinatiorq the seasonal population can be zubstantially higher.

National security interests are also affected by the fugitive dust from Owens Lake.

The Deparmrent of Defense has erpressed concern for air quality and visibility itt

the aimpace (designated R-2508) located to the south oi the Planning Area. The

China I,ak Naval Weapons Center is located partially within the Planning Area

(Fipt. 3). Good atrnospheric visibility is a requirement for flight and weapons

iesting at the Center. Dust storns from Owens Lake adversely alfect operations

between 5 and l0 days per year costing hundreds of thousands of dollars per day

in lost range time.e
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In addition to human populations at risk from and affected by the PM-10, the
Owens Valley Planning Area contains significant plant and animal resources that
are also exposed to elevated levels of fugitive dust from Owens Lake. Three Class I
Wilderness Areas in the Lyo National Forest are within the Planning Area and are
all less than l0 miles from the edge of the playa: theJohn Muir Wilderness, the
Golden Trout Wilderness and the South Sierra Wilderness. These are pristine
natural areas designated for preseruation and protection from human impacts.
Visibility and excellent air quality are high priorities in these areas in onder to
protect their uniqueness. Dust from Owens Lake routinely blows into these three
wilderness areas. In addition to the important resource areas within the Planning
Area, the Dome Lands Wilderness Area, Kingt Canyon National Park, Sequoia
National Park and Death Valley National Monument are located within 25 miles
of the Area's boundaries (Figure 3).

The Planning Area is also within about 25 miles of a unique plant resource. The
oldest single living organisms in the world are the Bristlecone pine trees located in
the Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest in the White Mountains along the eastern side
of the Owens Valley. These trees are over 4,000 years old. The impacts that the
dust from Owens Lake has on the trees are unknown, but a resource zN exceptional
as these trees should not be put at any risk.

3.2 PLANNING AREA PM.1(l CONTRIBI'TORS

The Emissions Inventory conducted for the December l98B SIP for the Owens
Valley Planning Area examined point sources and area sources of PM-10 emissions.
This study concluded that point sources, mobile sources and community area
sources such as wood stoves make an insignificant contribution to PM-10 emissions
on windy days when 24-hr PM-10 violations occur. Owens [,ake was identified as
the major cause of these violations, but the emissions from Owens Lake were not
quantified.

A study prepared for the California Air Resources by the University of California,
Davis @arone, 1979t) used air quality samplers and chemical analysis to show that
the dust from the lake bed was the major contributor to downwind air quality
violations.

Estimates of PM-10 quantities from Owens Lake and other sources are discussed in
more detail in Section 4.

o

o

o

o

o

o

Orcns Valley Ptl-10 BACM SIP

lune 1994
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3.3 PM-10 DATA SUMMARY

With respect to the information presented in the l98B SIP regaoditg meteorological

and air quality monitoring, there are no important changes. This section presents a

summary of the PM-10 datz collected since l9BB. PM-10 data are Presented for

three sites surrounding Owens [,ake: Keeler (east of lake), Lone Pine (north of lake)

and Olancha (south of lake). The monitoring sites are shown in Figure 4.

Appendix 4 presents quarterly and annual PM-10 averages for the six year period

between l98B and 1993. It can be seen that the annual standard w:N exceeded in

lg$g and 1990 in Keeler. However, an average of the 5 years of valid data shows

that the annual PM-10 average is 46.9 pg/mt. This is below the Federal annual
standard of 50 W/mt, but it violates the State standard of 30 l€lmt.

Appendix 5 presents a summary of 24hour average PM-10 concentrations for the

three PM-10 monitoring sites around Owens Lake whenever the concentration at
any one site exceeded 50 pglmt (th" California 24hour PM-10 Standard) betr,veen

January lgBB and December 1993. Also included in the summary are the daily
average wind speed and direction and the ma>rimum hourly average wind speed
and direction. It can be seen that during the 60 month monitoring period, during
which I in 6 days were sampled, there were 23 measured exceedences of the
federal 150 pglms standard; 5 exceedences at Olancha, 3 exceedences at [.one Pine
and 15 exceedences at Keeler. For Keeler, which is the worst pollution site, the
expected number of violations for this 5 year period is six times the number of
measured violations due to the sampling fnequency. This pelds 90 exceedences in 5
years or about lB violations Per year.

3.4 OWENS LAKE DUST TRANSPORT PROCESSES

On Owens Lake, there are three primary sources of airborne dusfi clay and silt
layers unprotected by crusts, fine materials created through surface abrasion by
winddriven sand-sized particles and fine sdts created by efllorescence. Whether
such dust becomes airborne depends on the pnesence of winds with sulficient speed
to initiate movement, the condition of the local surf;rce (protected or unprotected
by crust or moisture) and on the local roughness of the surface.

The drFrrg and heating of the surface that occurs in the heat of spring and
summer buckles the newly formed crusts, exposing the clay and silt layers
immediately below. These exposed fine particles can then be lifted by the wind.

Dust lofting through abrasion occurs when saltating sand-sized particles impact the
surface crust and abrade particles of small diameter. Saltation is the bouncing
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Section 3 - Air Qualtty Setting

movement of sand-sized particles that are driven by the wind across a surface. A

particle is Launched and driven by the wind until it lands on the surface once again
where its impact can dislodge additional particles as it bounces. Saltation particle
trajectories rarely exceed one meter in height; the average height of all saltating
material is about l0 centimeters. Wind speeds required to drive saltation vary with
local conditions and sand characteristics; a tlpical threshold value at Owens Lake
with a sustained surface wind is lB miles per hour at l0 meters above the surface.

Efllorescence occurs when subsurface moisture is drawn upwand by dry surface
conditions, carrying saturated sdts with it. As the moishrre evaporates, the salts are
left at the surface in fine powdery deposits, which can be lifted by the turbulent
winds.rr These powdery efilorescent salt surfaces have a very high PM-10 content.
Wind hrnnel tests of efflorescent surfaces at Mono Lake showed that up to 90o/o of
the total suspended particulate mass can be in the PM-10 size fraction. In general,
these surfaces also have lower threshold wind speeds to initiate dust generation thart
other surfaces on the playa.

3.5 CONTINUII{G AlR OUALITY MONITORIIIG EFFORTS

Great Basin is continuing with its efforts to collect meteorological and air quality
data in the Owens Valley PM-10 Planning Area. The area over which PM-10
monitoring is performed has been expanded to included affected aneas outside of
the Planning Area. Monitors have been set up to the south of Owens Lake (the
predominant direction of large dust storms) in a network covering the area from
Lone Pine to the @mmunity of Ridgecrest, a distance of about 75 miles (F gu* a).
The District has also installed continuous PM-10 monitom fIEOMs) at the three
PM-10 sites around the lake (Olancha, Lone Pine and Keeler). Future data
summaries will include this daily PM-10 data. These efforts will provide a betrcr
understanding of the overall effects of Owens Lake dust storms and allow analpis
of trends.

Testing of surface erosion characteristics will continue with wind tunnel tests and
sand transport sampling to determine the enodibility of different areas of the lake.
This information will be used to help evaluate the effectiveness of control measures
and to help locate the worst dust producing are:N for contnol measure
implementation.

Orens Vdley Pl'l-10 BACI'I SIP
lune 1994
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Figure 4: OWENS LAKB
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4.1

Ourens Vdley Pf{-10 BA(l'l SlP

lune 1994

INVENTORY SUMMARY

As mentioned in the previous section, the emissions inventory conducted for the
lgBB SIP concluded that all point, mobile and community a:rea PM-10 sources
make an insignificant contribution to PM-10 emissions on windy days when PM-10

violations occur. The SIP identilied Owens Lake as the major ca.use of the

violations, but the emissions were not quantified. A more complete emissions

inventory for the expected control area is provided below.

TABLE 1 - 1994 0wens Valley Planning Area PM-10

Tons PMto
Per Day

lndustrial Facilities
Big Pine Distributors
Pacific Lightweight Products
Federal White Aggregate

Total of Non-Owens Lake Sources

0wens Lake Windblown Dust**

Emissions Inventory

Tons PM.'o
Per Year

16.6
18.4
28.1

58.4
47.5

841.3

1,000,000

Owens Lake Soda Ash Co.* 0.51 179.7
(*Projected to begin operation in 1996)

Area & Mobile Sources
Residential wood combustion 0.24 36.3
Entrained Road Dust - Paved 1.25 456.3
Entrained Road Dust - UnPaved 0.16
On-Road Mobile 0.13

0.06
0.09
0.08

2.52

50,000

** Mid-range value -- see text for range of estimates
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AREA COUERED BY THE EMISSIONS INVENTORY

The emissions inventory includes sources within the expected control are^ for the

plan. This covers the southern half of the designated non-attainment area, which

includes the community of [.one Pine on the control area's northern boundary.

Areas outside of this control area are significantly impacted by Owens Lake dust.

These areas, however, do not include any permitted sources, or zrny area sources

that could reasonably be expected to cause a violation of the Federal PM-10
standard. There are no expected increases in this inventory except for the Owens

Lake Soda Ash Company project which is expected to begin operation in 1996.

ESTIMATION METHODS FOR NON-OWENS LAKE PM.1O EMISSIONS

Entrained Road Dust (Paved Road) and On-Road Mobile
PM-10 emissions are based on CARB's l9B9 emissions inventory which estimates

4.8 tons of PM-10 per day (I/D) for all of Ityo County. Since the primary vehicle

traffic count and mileage is on Highway 395, a simple proportion of the length of

highway 395 in the control area yields an estimate for the emissions;

(30 miles/I15 miles) x 4.8 T/D = 1.25 T/D Entrained Road Dust - Paved

(30/ l15) x 0.5 TlD = 0.13 TlD On-Road Mobile

Entrained Road Dust (Unpaved Road)
An estimate of 0.16 T/D of PM-10 from off-road activities is estimated ficr the

control area. This ilssumes 50 vehicles per day with an average trip length of l0
miles, a 20 mph vehicle speed, a mean vehicle weight of 61000 pounds, 4 wheels,
and a silt content of 5%. Using AP-42 to derive PM-10 emissions from unpaved
roads, pelds 0.63 pounds of PM-10 P.t vehicle mile travelled.

500 VMT/D x 0.63 lbs/VMT = 315 lbs/D
= 0.16 TlD Entrained Road Dust - Unpaved

Residential Wood Combustion
An estimate of 0.24 tons of PM-10 p"r day and 36.3 tons/year is given for
residential wood combustion (RWC) in the control area. This is based on wood
usage in Bishop and the AP-42 emissions factor for wood stoves. Wood r$age Per
woodstove in Bishop, which is 60 miles north of the control area, is estimated at 2
chords of pine/yar (density, 800 kglchord) for a heating season of 150 d"y=. The
latest population estimate for the control area is 2,745.t2 A high end estimate for
the number of woodstoves is one for every two people (l ,372.5 woodstoves).
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Section 4 - Emissions Inventory

Mass of wood = (2 chords,/I5O days) x (800 kg/chord) = lO.O6 kg/day
PM-10 emissions per woodstove = (15 g/kg of wood) x 10.66 kg/day = 160
g/stove-day

1,372.5 stoves x 160 g/stoveday = 219.6 kg/day = 484 lbs/day
= 0.2+ tons/day RWC - Daily

150 days x 0.24 tons/day = 36.3 tons/year RWC - Annual

4.2 OWENS LAKE EMISSION ESTIMATES

A number of methods have been used to estimate annual Owens Lake emissions. It

must be pointed out that these are very rough estimates; they contain a number of

assumptions and uncertainties. However, they do help grt some idea as to the size

of the problem at Owens Lake and they all yield numbers within the same order of

magnitude.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Reinking and others (197513), from study of a high altitude photo taken during a
dust storm on March 26, 1975 and using a particulate concentration of IrB00
pglmt, estimated that at the time of the photo about 18,000 tons of material was

in the air. Assuming that the actual particulate concentration from the entire storm
is several (3) times greater than this yields a concentration of 54,000 tons per storm.
Multiplying this by an average of 2O major storms per year results in an annual
particulate emission estimate of 1,080,000 tons per year. This estimate is for total

suspended particulates GSP). Assuming that PM-10 emissions are one-half the TSP

estimates yields an annual PM-10 emission of 540,000 tons. It should be pointed

out that this is an estimate for major storms only; smaller dust storms affecting the

locat area can occur on an almost daily basis.

WIND TUIINEL PM.1O EMISSION MEASUREMENTS AT OWENS LAKE

Over 200 PM-10 emission measurements at Owens Lake have been made with a

portable wind tunnel. Based on the wind tunnel measurements and a calibration of

the District's tunnel with an EPA AP42 wind tunnel (Midwest Research Institute,

1994t1 the emission rates measured range from 0.00008 to 0.28 grams Per square

meter per second (g/m2-sec). Assuming the average value of 0.0 12 g/ m2-sec, 800

hours of winds over 17.5 mph per year, and 46 squurre miles of emissive lake bed

area, total emissions of PM-10 from Owens Lake would equal 41400,000 tons per

year.

(hrcns Vdley Pltl-l0 BACiI SlP

tune 1994
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EMISSION ATGORITHM FOR MONO LAKE

An emissions algorithm was developed by the District from wind tunnel

measurements made in 1990 for a modeling study of Mono Lake [fRC
Environmental Cotp., l993ts). Later wind tunnel measurements in Spring' 1993

gave values more than ten times higher. Assuming the larger measunements are

more representative of conditions at Owens Lake (0.00292 g/m2-sec at 22 mPh),

800 hours of winds over 17.5 mph per year, and 46 squane miles of emissive area,

yearly PM-10 emissions would total 1,100,000 tons.

SAIT EFFLORESCEIICE

The source of some fraction of the PM-10 from Owens Lake is salt deposited on

the lake surface during evaporation of saline groundwater. Evaporation rates were

measured on two dust producing areas during the summer of 1993 by Scott Tyler

of Desert Research Institute (private communication, March 7, 199+). Assuming the

measuned flux of 0.2 mm/day as the yearly average, a dissolved solids mass of B0

kg p., m3 of fluid evaporated, and a dust producing zone covering 190 km2, Tyler

estimated the annual rate of salt deposition to the surface at 112001000 tons. A

more conservative estimate of dust producing:rrea (120 km'z) results in an annual

rate of 760,000 tons. Since insoluble material (soil particles) has been measurred to

be aboutTOo/o of the PM-10 from the lake (St. Amand et al, l986tu), th" total mass

could be up to 2,500,000 tons per year if all the salt produced by evaporation is

lofted.

4.3 FUTURE WORK

In March of 1993 a team of Russian and American scientists led by Dale Gillette

of the National Oceanic and AUnospheric Administration took measunements of

light scattering in dust plumes from Owens Lake in an attempt to measure the total

flux during dust storms. In addition, they used images from the GOES/VISSR
(Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellitc/Visible-Infrared Spin-Scan
Radiometer) to track the dust plume from a single storm. Resule are expected by

the end of 1994.

4.4 C0ilCLUSI0N

Measurements of the actual total annual PM-10 emissions and 24hour emissions
from Owens Lake are still uncertain. Most estimates fall in the range from about

500,000 to 4,000,000 tons per year.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Dust control on a source the type and size of Owens Lake has never been
attempted. The ultimate PM-10 mitigation measures will likely be implemented
on very large scales. The construction of the final control measures, whatever
th.y may be, will cover or affect about 46 square miles (30,000 acres) of la^ke
bed (fisure 5). Because the problem is unique, nontraditional control measunes
need to be developed and implemented. Attainment of the PM-10 Standard for
the Owens Valley Planning Area, within the time frames established, requires
that a comprehensive mitigation metrsure development and implementation
program be developed and adhered to.

Due to the size of Owens Lake, the cost of implementing any type of mitigation
measure on a large scale is likely to be considerable. In order to avoid
unsuccessful measures, the District has adopted a control measure development
program. This program is a logical, step-by-step approach to generating a final
plan in the least amount of time, for the lowest possible cost, with the greatest
possible chance of ultimate success. This approach allows for a certain amount
of flexibility along the way. As more is learned about the Lake, its physical
processes and which mitigation measures appear to offer the most promise, the
plan can be adjusted and modified. However, the framework of the plan must
be adhered to in onder to macimize the chances that a timely, cost effective and
successful plan will be implemented. In February 1992 the District set forth this
approach in a document known as the "Long Range Dust Mitigation Program
for Owens Dry Lake" (Reference document l).

Great Basin feels ttrat it is of particular importance to involve members of the
public and affected government agencies during all parts of the control measure
development effort. Therefore, in onder to keep all interested and affected
parties involved in the process, Great Basin has established the Owens Lake
Advisory Group which is open to anyone with an interest in the efforts to
control the PM-10 emissions. The Advisory Group meets trndce a year and
provides ideas, peer review and input regarding work that has been or will be
done. A current list of Advisory Group members is contained in Appendix 9.

Ourcns Valley Pl.l-10 BAClil SIP

lunc 1994
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5.2 PROGRAM APPROACH

The mitigation measure development pnogram can be divided into three main
steps. The first step is a thorough understanding of the L,ake's physical
characteristics and the generation mechanisms of PM-10 events. The District
and other researchers have been involved with the study of the Lake
environment for a number of years. Only since 1991, however, has the District
pursued a comprehensive plan to develop a thorough understanding of the
physical processes that cause, or Prevent, dust storms.

The second step of the measure development program is the actual testing of
promising measures. Feasibility studies, small-scale tests and large-scale tests all
provide opportunities to evaluate control measures in cost e{fective itrcrements.
The District is currently investing most of its nesources in this phase of the

Program.

Finally, the third step is measure implementation. Measures that prove
successful, environmentally acceptable and cost effective will become elements
of a comprehensive implementation plan and will be put into place. Monitotitg
will continue to ensure that attainment is achieved.

5.2.1 OWENS LAKE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS Al{D DUST MEGHANISMS

Before the dust pollution from Owens Lake can be controlled, the Lake itself
must be understood. This requires an inventory of the I ake's diverse and
sometimes unique phpical characteristics and a mone complete undentanding
of the processes and conditions associated with dust events. In 1991, the District
began a compnehensive program of assembling the data compiled to date,
identifying additional needs and collecting the requined information. The
following is a list of the phpical properties of Owens Lake and the surrounding
area that have been or are being inventoried:

. Meteorology

. Air quality

. Topography

. Geology

. Soil types

. Soil chemistries

. Groundwater characteristics

. Surface water characteristics

. Flooding potentials

. Soil erosion potentials
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. Existing vegetation types and locations

. Existing wetlands types and locations

. Existing wildlife resources

. Actual and potential wildlife habitat

In addition to an understanding of the Lake's physical properties, it is

irnportant to understand how and where dust storms originate. By studying the

connection between the Lake's physical characteristics and meteorological
processes it is hoped that the factors that influence the initiation of dust stornrs

can be understood and thereby controlled. This work involves identifying the

mechanisms of dust generation on the lake, including both dusts that are

directly airborne, such as salts and fine soil particles, and dusts generated from

larger particles via the saltation process. Much of this research is being provided

by consultants and advisors to the District such as the California Air Resources

Board, the National Oceanic and Atrnospheric Administration, the Midwest

Research Institute and the University of California, Davis.

In order to obtain accurate geographic data and use the data collected to make

sound decisions, a formal data collection, management and analysis system has

been set up. This qystem uses global positioning qrstems (GPS) to accurately

locate data collected and a geographic information system (GIS) to manage and

manipulate the large volume of data that is being compiled and analyzed.

5.2.2 CONTROT MEASURE TESTING

The information collected during the study of the Lake's physical characteristics
is then used to determine the control measure or measures that are most
appropriate for implementation in a particular area. Two main criteria are used

to identify potential contnol measures. First and foremost, the measure must

show some promise of being effective and feasible. If,, based on our knowledge

of the lake's environment, a potential measure either will not reduce PM-10
sufficiently to meet the National Ambient Air Qp"lity Standards or cannot be

implemented, the measure will not be pursued.

The second criterion used to evaluate potential control measures is that of

compatibility with the existing and former lake environment. The lake bed is

owned by the State of California and is managed by the State Lands

Commission. It is the State Lands Commission's responsibility to protect the

public trust resources associated with the lands under their jurisdiction and

control. In letters to the District dated October l99l and August 1993

(Appendi* 6 ) the State Lands Commission informed the District that control

measures that did not take into account the public trust values of the Lake were

Owens Valley Pfi-l0 BACM SIP

June 1994
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unacceptable. OnJanuay B, 1992 the Great Basin Board ordered District

support of the State Lands Commission's desire to concentrate on control

measures that restore the Lake's public trust values. Therefore, before a control

measure can be tested and ultimately implemented, it must be effective, feasible

and environmentally appropriate.

The first step in any effectiveness test is the preparation of a feasibility study.
The study will address such issues as small and large scale testing, expected
effectiveness, measure advantages and disadvantages, full implementation,
environmental impacts and costs.

For all the measures that are identified by the preliminary shrdies as being
feasible and environmentally acceptable, small-scale tests wi[ be designed and

implemented to test the measures' achral effectiveness under varlnng field
conditions. The size of these small-scale tests would be variable and dependent
on the measure tested, but would be no larger than necessary to determine
whether or not the measure showed some promise of being effective on a large

scale.

The next step in control measure development is to desrgn and implement
large-scale tests for those measures that show promise on a small scale. The
purpose of this finat level of testing would be not only to test contnol
effectiveness on a large scale, but also to ascertain the costs and obstacles
associated with implementing, operating and maintainittg 

" 
large-scale qrutem.

In some cases, these large-scale tests could provide some level of PM-10 control.

The final step in the measure development process is to use the resulb of all the
studies and testing to generate a comprehensive implementation plan. The plan
will address not only the specific control measures to be employed and locations
of the measiures, but will also deal with such issues as access to the liake bed,
management of ground, surface and storm waters, mitigation of adverse
environmental impacts and long-term operation and maintenance of the entire
qrstem.

5.2.3 CONTROL MEASURE IMPTEMENTAIION

The final step in the mitigation program is the actual implementation of the
compnehensive plan. Implementation may occur as one l"tg" project or it may
be brought about one area or one partial mitigation meiuure at a time as
measures are developed that provide control. Thereficre, it is conceivable that
actual mitigation projects could be under way in some areas of the lake bed,
while measune development is still occurring in other aneas. A mitigation
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measure proven to be successful for a particular area could be implemented at

any time.

In addition to implementing control measunes, contintitg effectiveness

monitoring will be necessary. This wiil include air quality monitoring and

inspection of control facilities. It is doubful that the contnol measures

implemented will be completely of the "walk away'' qpe. Some lwel of ongoing

lonlg-term commiunent to providing the resounces necessary to maintain the

control measures will be required.

Orens Valley PM-IO BAft SIP

lune 1994
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

Since Great Basin's adoption of the original PM-10 SIP in December lgBB and
the SIP Addendum in November 1991, the development and testing of
candidate control measures identified in the original SIP documents has
proceeded. The work performed since the start of the program in tg8l and the
conclusions arrived at are summarized below and in Table 2 at the end of this
section. In addition, the status of current and proposed future work efforts is
addressed. Details regarding the past and current efforts are contained in a
variety of annual project proposals, test design documents, protocols, reports
and studies. For each measure discussed, the pertinent technical documents are
referenced. A list of the referenced documents can be found in Appendix 2.
Appendix 3 contains a selected bibliography of additional documents regarding
the work performed at Owens Lake.

The control measures described below fall into four main categories: water-
based measures, vegetation-based measures, sand fence-based measures and
surface protection-based measures. This is simply a list of all the candidate
BACMs under consideration. The actual BACM determination will take place
in the next Section. The control measures implemented to attain the Standard
wi[ almost certainly be a combination of the measures discussed below.
Measure testing and resource evaluation needs to be cornpleted before a final
decision can be made as to which Standard attainment measunes will be carried
out. The Demonstration of Attainment State Implementation Plan due in 1997
will contain the final mitigation measure implementation plan.

6.2 WATER-BASED MEASURES

The availabilif of water for mitigation is the single most important issue
alfecting the final "vision" of a mitigated Owens I-ake. If unlimited amounts of
water wer€ available, the lake could simply be refilled, solving the air pollution
problem and completely restoring the lake's environmental quality. If no water
was available, then mitigation would be restricted to dry sand dunes or some
type of surface covering, such as gravel, and the final mitigated lake would
almost certainly have diminished ecological value. Based on the investigations
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performed to date, it appears that significant water nesources are available on
and around the lake. Much of this water is of low quality; that is, it could not
be used for human or traditional agriculturd uses, but it could be used to keep
the surf;ace of the lake bed wet or to establish salt tolerant vegetation. It is
important then, to quanti& th. amount of water available for mitigation
measures. The quality of the available waters is also important, s it will
determine the uses to which the waters can be put.

Three steps are necessary in onder to incorporate water-based measunes into the
final solution to the Owens Lake air pollution problem:

l) rtt evaluation of the locations, quantity and qualif of water,being
considered for use in mitigation measures,

2) development of successful water-based mitigation measures through
small and large scale pilot tests and

3) incorporation of successful measures into a comprehensive lake-wide
mitigation plan.

These steps are discussed in detail below.

6.2.1 WATER RESOURCE EVALUATION

The first step in the development of successful water-based mitigation mea,sures
is a comprehensive investigation of the available wabr resounces. Water at
Owens Lake is available from three sounces: d*p groundwater aquifers, shallow
groundwater aquifers and surface water. The location, quantities and qualities
of water from these sources must be ascertained before th"y can be successfully
used for dust mitigation. The District is currently working with scientists from
the Water Resources and Qpaternaqy Scien@s Centers at the Desert Research
Institute on a comprehensive program to quantify th. water nesounces arailable
for PM-10 mitigation. This work is summarized below. Details reganding the
water resource characterization effort can be found in Reference Documents 2,
3, 41 5, 6 and 7.

DEEP GROUNDWATER AOUIFERS

The purpose of an investigation of the deep aquifers of Owens Lake is to
address the issue of how much water is available from the local deep
groundwater qrstem on a sustained basis. In onder to achieve this goal, a
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thorough understanding of the local groundwater basin is needed. Unlike the
portions of the Owens Valley north of Owens Lake, where the groundwater
systems have been studied extensively, very little is known of the groundwater
basin in the vicinity of Owens Lake.

The development of groundwater resources can be viewed as a multi-stage
pnocess. First, there is an exploration or investigation stage, in which surface
and subsurface geological and geophysical techniques are used to search for
suitable aquifers. Second, there is an evaluation stage that includes the
measurement of hydrogeologic parameters, the design and analysis of wells, the
calculation of aquifer yields, and an assessment of the interactions between
groundwater development and the regional hydrologic system. Third, there is a
management stage which involves the consideration of an optimal development

strategy.

The drilling and pump testing of the existing wells at the Owens River delta
(D..p River Well and Shallow River Well) and on the central eastern shore

Mill Site Well) provided the District with some of the information needed to
evaluate deep groundwater resources (FiSt 5). However, this information is

not sufficient for complete evaluation of lake-wide deep aquifer systems. The

basic configuration and hydrologic properties of the deep aquifer slntem in the

Owens Lake area are still unknown. Evaluation of the water producing
capabilities from the deep aquifen is impossible until more data is obtained on

the areal extent, depth, thickness, and hydnologic properties of aquifers
identified as having the potential for water development. The best methods for

obtaining this information are through surface geophysical surveys, well drilling,

and pump testing (Reference Documents B and 9).

The District is currently obtaining information about the basin's subsurface

geophysical properties by means of a comprehensive basin-wide seismic
reflection surveying program (Reference Documents l0 and I l). By analyzing

the characteristics of induced shock waves, we can determine basic stratigraphic

and aquifer configurations and determine the locations of potential faults.

The next step follo*irg the geophysical surveys is the drilling and installation of

several more monitoring and production wells. The number and location of

these wells will be determined from the results of the geophysical survey and

from testing existing wells. P,r*p tests from the new wells will provide critical

information about the deep aquifer system's long-term aquifer ylelds.

Results of the tests described above will be analped along with other geologic,

geochemical, and isotopic data in a numeric model of the deep aquifer system

that will provide a more complete picture of the groundwater flow system. This
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groundwater flow model will be used to estimate the sustained yield of the

aquifer system, to evaluate the potential effects of long-terrn PumPing, and to

design a pumping program to minimize adverse effects. The District is currently

working with the Desert Research Institute to develop a lake basin groundwater

model.

The evaluation stage will be completed when the follo*itg questions can be

answered:

1) How many wells can be installed? How many wells are needed?

What pumping rates can they sustain? Where should the wells be

located?

2) What will be the effect of pumping on regional water levels?

3) What are the long-term yield capabilities of the aquifeds)?

4) Will the proposed development detriment"lty influence other
components of the hydrologrc cycle? and

5) Will there be any undesirable effects of water development, such as
land subsidence or adverse effects on existing water supplies?

SHATLOW GROUT{DWATER AOUIFERS

The near surf;ace groundwater system of Owens Dry Lake is laqgely unstudied.
It is important to understard this potential water nesounse prior to large
mitigation efforts on the lake bed for several neasons:

l) the near surface groundwater system appears to play a central role in
the distribution of sdts onto the lake bed,

2) the level and chemistry of the near surface gnoundwater appear to be
integral factors in the production of an eftlorescent salt "Iluff' which
forms a serious dust sounce,

3) it is necessary to investigate the extent of interactions between the
deep aquifer syrstem and the near surface gnoundwater to evaluate
potential impacts to the shallow qrstem caused by development of the
deep aquifers,

4) the chemistry of the near surface groundwater is critical in the success
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of any mitigation efficrt that uses vegetation,

5) the distribution of the near surface groundwater dictates physical

access to many areas on the lake bed and

6) the shallow grounclwater itself is a potential water resource for use in

mitigation measures and thus needs to be quantified and qualified.

The shallow groundwater investigation has been underway since t 992 and is

studying the characteristics and chemistry of the near surface groundwater and

its relation to the chemisry and mineralogy of the surface crusts through a

series of strateg""lly placed transects that run from the lake bed margins

toward the center of the lake (Figure 5). These transects are instrumented with

piezometers (small diameter monitoring wells) to establish a Permanent shallow

groundwater monitoring network across the lake bed. The monitoring network

will also allow the quantity and quality of the shallow groundwater resource to

be tracked over time as mitigation measures are tested and implemented

(Reference Documents 12, 13, and l4)'

SURFACE WATER SOURCES

The numerous seeps and springs along the shore of Owens Lake provide a

perennial, though variable, source of surface water. Any mitigation efforts on

the lake must t"ut provisions to channelize, redirect and/or utilize this

resource. Additio.ily, there are ephemeral water sources such as storm water

runoff from surrounding mountains and diversions from the Los Angeles

aqueduct down the Owens River that, because of their high peak flows, short

duration, md high sediment load, could have devastating impacts on lake bed

mitigation measures.

It is thought that flash floods entering the lake bed are an important

mechanism fot distribution of sals and sediments onto the lake bed. The halo

of salt near the lake bed margins created by evaporation of waters from

marginal seeps and springs islasily dissolved and transported onto the lake bed

duriig flash ilood events.-These salts later precipitate out along with fine

sedim-ents carried in suspension in the flood waters in areas subject to wind

erosion. This mixture oi fitr. sils and salts creates a prime source for dust

emissions. Therefore, it is critical to quantify the strength of Past flash floods

and to identify those water sources that must be controlled before implementing

mitigation measures.
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Surface water resource evaluation studies that focus on the areal extent,
chemistry, and sources of the perennial and ephemeral waters flowing onto
Owens Lake are underway. The District is working with experts from the
Desert Research Institute to evaluate the area's surface water resources
(Reference Documents 2, 3 and 4).

6.2.2 WATER.BASED CONTROL MEASURE DEUELOPMENT

In addition to evaluating the availability of water resources, there is also a
concurrent effort to develop eflicient ways to use the available water to mitigate
dust emissions and restore ecological values. The water must be pumped,
transported, applied and drained as appropriate. If the water itself is being used
to keep the surface in a wet and nonemissive condition, it must be spread or
ponded. If the water is being used to support vegetation establishment, it must
be of the proper quality and must be applied in the most eflicient manner
possible. Provisions for leaching and draining salts from vegetation areas must
also be made. Water is a precious resource in an arid environment like the
Owens Valley; the water used for dust mitigation and environmental
enhancement must be used as wisely as possible.

Efficient wayrs to use the available water nesources are developed through
demonstration projects and pilot tests. The tests may involve the use of water
alone or water in conjunction with one or more other tlpes of measures such as
vegetation and sand fences. The tests have induded or may include sprinklers,
surface flooding, wetland development, vegetated sand dunes (riparian
corridors), grass/shrub-lands and brine ponds. The results of the initial water
resource evaluation phase will indicate the location, quantity and quality of
water available for the testing. Other necessary background information such as
topography, soil composition and appropriate vegetation will dictate the tlpe of
lake bed environment, and hence the location most appropriate for the tests.

The tests themselves must be carefully and thoroughly designed, implemented,
operated and analyzed if the results are to be useful in making decisions to
expand the measures to a lake-wide scale. Project designs and protocols sPecify
what the projects look like, what is being studied and how data is collected and
analped. Project construction work and data collection device deployment
generally occurs during the summer or early fall to allow access to the lake bed.
Due to the harsh environment on the lake bed, data collection equipment must
be as rugged as possible and significant redund*.y is designed into the data
collection system. The tests must be operated for a su{Iicient arnount of time to
assess the measures under the most severe lake bed conditions. This is especially
true if vegetation is involved with the test. The minimum operation period is
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generally one year. The final phase of mitigation measure development is the

data analysis. This occurs with the assistance and review of all parties involved

in the testing.

6.2.3 WAIER.BASED CONTROL MEASURE IMPTEMENTATION

The final step in using water-based measures on a large scale is the
development of a comprehensive mitigation plan incorporating the successful
measures. This must occur in conjunction with results from the testing of the
other three types of measures: vegetation, sand dunes and surface coverings,

while keeping in mind the total water resources available for long term

mitigation. Implementation of successful water-based measures may occur as

one large project on a lake-wide basis or may be brought about one area at a
time as water supplies are developed and made available. It is conceivable that

actual mitigation measure implementation and subsequent dust control utilizing

measures successful for some areas could be occurring while mitigation measure

development and testing for other areas is still taking place. A measure Proven
to be successful and feasible for a particular area can be implemented at any

time.

6.2.4 WATER.BASED CONTROL MEASURES

The following is a discussion of the water-based candidate control measures that

have been or are being considered for implementation. Information provided

includes: measure description, tested or anticipated control effectiveness,

advantages, disadvantages, implementation logistics, economic feasibility'

additional information needed to judge implementation feasibility and

acceptability to the property owner (California State Lands Commission).

SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

Description
In 1990 a large scale test of agricultural sprinklers to control dust emissions

took place. It involved the construction of two sprinkler systems to wet the lake

bed prior to predicted wind events in an attempt to reduce PM-10 emissions by

bringing salts to the surface to form an emission resistant cmst. The first test

site was in the northeast corner of the lake bed in an a.rea dominated by sandy

soil. Approximately 150 acres were sprinkled via solid set agricultural sprinklers

with *'"t r from a well and pump station installed in the river delta. 100 acres

were left unsprinkled but instrumented as control (Ref, Docs. 15' 16 and l7).
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The second test site was much smaller and was located near the eastern
shoreline in an area dominated by fine soils and salts. As there is no water
supply in the area, water for the tests was trucked to the site and applied with a
portable pump.

Effectiveness
o [n areas dominated by sandy soils, the sprinklitg did not consistently form a

cmst that incorporated and immobilized the sands and fine particulates.
Therefore, since PM-10 generation in these areas is primarily caused by
saltating sand, for sand dominated areas, sprinkling cannot be relied upon to
significantly reduce PM- l0 emissions.

o Ir1 the clay and salt dominated soils sprinkling established a competen!
protective crust that was more resistant to saltation than adjacent,
unsprinkled areas.

Advantages
. Efliciently and completely spreads water over emission area.
. Can be used on all types of lake bed terrain.
. Water only needs to be applied when dust events are imminent.

Disadvantages
. Limited or no e{fectiveness in sand dominated soils.
. Predicting storms far enough itt advance of dust events is difficult and

sometimes impossible.
. As only limited areas can be sprinkled at any one time, sprinkling large anezu

is time consuming and may not be feasible.
. Extensive piping/valving system required.
. Sprinkler heads diflicult to keep operational in harsh Owens Lake

environment.
. High operational and maintenance manPower requirements.
. Requires water, which may not be available from local groundwater sources

in needed quantities.
. Restores little or no public firrst value to lake.

lmplementation Logistics
. Requires availability of adequate amounts of water.
. Requires extensive access qntem to all portions of dust pnoducing areas for

installation and ongoing operadon and maintenance of qlstem.
o lf water is supplied from local wells, electrical supplies need to be provided.

Economic Feasibility
. Infrastructure, operation and maintenance costs would be considerably

higher than the same costs for flood irrigation (see below).
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. Would use less water and electricity than flood irrigation.

Additional lnformation Needs
. Determine sustainable amount of water available.

' ' Determine apPropriate areas for measure'

AccePtabiliU to ProPerty 0umer
The State Lands Commission has determined that this measure may not be

acceptable.

FLOOD IRRIGATION

DescriPtion
In 1992 and 1993 the District conducted a test of the effectiveness of shallow

flood irrigation to control dust emissions. The test attemPted to mimic the

physical and chemical processes that occur at and around natural springs and

wetlands located on the lake bed. These naturally wet areas are dust emission

resistant due to the wet surfaces and vegetation cover. The test consisted of

outletting water near the historic shoreline and letting it flow downhill toward

the center of the lake. Due to the flat, uniform nahrre of the lake bed, the water

spread over wide areas creating shallow ponded areas. The water was generally

not over I inch deep. Not only did the flooded areas not generate any PM-10,

th.y also acted as sand traps to catch sand blowing across the lake bed to

prevent it from generating additional dust (Reference Documents lB, 19, 20

and 2l).

Effectiveness
Based on preliminary results, flood irrigation appears to be effective in

preventing PM-10 emissions from the flooded areas. It is also seems to be

Lff..tirr. in controllirg emissions from areas adjacent to the standing water due

to the elevated groundwater saturating the soil to the surface. In addition, due

to the fact that it traps blowing sand, it appears to prevent the sand from

abrading stable crusts and causing further emissions. Runoff from flood

irrigation could be used to control emissions in evaporation ponds (see below).

Advantages
. Effective in all types of soil.
. Large areas can be controlled with minimal infrastructure-
' Requires minimal maintenance'
' Low manPower requirements'
. Operation and maintenance requires minimal lake bed access.
. Can be shut off or operated at reduced flows during "c1lm" seasons.
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Establishes habitat suitable for some plants and animals.
Restores considerable public trust value to lake.

Disadvantages
. Not appropriate for use in areas where lake bed is not flat.
. Water must be applied during entire "windy'' seasons, even when wind is not

blowing.
. Requires water, which may not be available from local groundwater sources

in needed quantities.
. Infrastructure would likely be in diflicult to access areas (wet areas near

shoreline).

lmplementation Logistics
. Requires availability of adequate amounts of water.
. If water is supplied from local wells, electrical supplies may need to be

provided.

Economic FeasibiliU
. Infrastructure, operation and maintenance costs would be considerably less

than the same costs for sprinkli.g (see above).
. Would use more water and electti.ity than sprinkling.

Additional lnformation Needs
. Develop methods to macimize water use efliciency (e.g. irrigation schedules

and water outlet designs).
. Determine sustainable amount of water available.
. Determine appropriate areas for measure.

Acceptability to ProperU Owner
The State Lands Commission determined that this measure is acceptable.

REFILT LAKE

Description
The PM-10 problem at Owens Lake is caused by the City of Los Angeles'
diversion of Eastern Sierra surface waters to the City. If this diversion ceased

and Owens Lake's natural water sources were be reestablished, the lake would
refill and the PM-10 problem would be solved.

Effectiveness
If enough water was available to completely fill the lake, no infrastmcture or
improvements would be required and the measure would be completely
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effective. If there was not enough water to fill the lake, the available water, or
possibly some amount less than the total available, could be used in conjunction
with flood irrigation on the exposed portions of the lake bed to make the
measure completely effective.

Advantages
. Effective on all portions of the dust emitting areas-
. Little or no infrastructure requirements.
. Little or no maintenance and manPower requirements.
. Completely restores public tmst values to Owens Lake, Owens River and

diverted streams.

Disadvantages
. Most ineflicient use of available water resources.
. City of Los Angeles may not be able to secure replacement water.
. Much of the water discharged onto the lake would be used to fill the area

over the central nonemissive portion.
. Mining of evaporite deposits would be precluded.
. At average inflow rates it would take many years to refill (approx. l0 to 20).

lmplementation tog istics
o lf adequate water is available, implementation is simple, stop diversions.
o tf adequate water is not available, infrastmcture to support the companion

measure or measures would be required, in addition to elimination or

reduction of diversions.

Economic FeasibiliU
. lmplementation, operation and maintenance costs would be negligible.
. Cost of replacement water for the City of Los Angeles, if available, would be

hundreds of millions of dollars Per year.

Additional lnformation Needs
' Model to predict refill rate.
. Sources of replacement water for City of Los Angeles.

Acceptabilitlr to ProPerty OuYner
The State Lands Commission has not determined the acceptability of this

measure.
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TOWER SHALIOW GROUNDWATER TABLE

Description
In those areas of the lake bed where efllorescent salt cmsts are the primary
sounce of PM-10 emissions, it may be possible to prevent these crusts from
forming by lowering the shallow groundwater table. It is the proximity of this
saline groundwater to the surface that is responsible for transporting the salts
contained in the subsoils to the surface where the water evaporates and the
emissive salts are left on the lake bed. Based on observations of other playas,
efllorescent crusts tend not to develop on playa surfaces where the depth to
groundwater is at least l0 feet below the surface (Reference Document 22).

There are many areas on Owens lake where efflorescent salts readily form and
where the depth to the groundwater is much less than 10 feeg often it is less
than one foot. A potential mitigation measure for these areas was suggested by
Pierre St-Amand in 1986. The measure would entail pumping the shallow
groundwater from efllorescent sdt areas (possibly via windmills) and using the
water to flood, leach or irrigate other areas. If the water table could be lowered
to the point that the capillary connection between the surface and the
groundwater could be broken, salt transport to the surhce could be stopped. At
this time, this is a speculative mitigation measure. It has not been tested on
Owens Lake.

Etfectiveness
Lowering of the water table has not been tested at any scale on Owens Lake.
However, if the concept did work, it would be effective only in those ar€as
where the primary source of PM-10 is eftlorescent salt crust. It would not be
effective in the aneas where blowing sand causes fugitive dust emissions.

Advantages
. By pumping water to solve the dust problem in some areas, water. would be

made available to mitigate other areas.
. Does not require a sounce of water.
. lf wind power was used to pump the groundwater, it would not requine arr

external power source.

Disadvantages
. Mitigates PM-10 emissions only from efllorescent salt crust areas.
. Due to high soil porosities in marry anffls, a large number of small pumps or

a few very large capacity pumps would be needed to keep the water table
uniformly low.

. Pumped water may be very saline and have limited use for other measunes.
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. On large scales, it would probably be maintenance and lake bed access

intensive.
' Restores little or no public trust value.

I mplementation log istics
. Very careful evaluation of appropriate areas would be necessary.
. Would need to be coordinated with a use for the pumped water.
o tf wind powered pumping is not viable, electrical supplies would need to be

provided.

Economic Feasibility
. Diflicult to ascertain until measure is tested on Owens Lake.

Additional lnformation Needs
. Conduct full scale testing.
' Determine appropriate implementation areas.

Acceptability to ProPerty Owner
The State Lands Commission has not determined the acceptability of this

measure.

6.3 VEGETAIION-BASED MEASURES

Vegetation is an accepted means for stabilizing soil to prevent wind erosion and

it may play a role in the mitigation of Owens Lake dust releases. The lake

playa has been exposed for about 70 years and has not been significantly

colonized by local plant species. This indicates that existing conditions must

somehow be modified or non-local plant species must be used if vegetation is to

be used to control PM-10 emissions. The factors that limit plant establishment

in the harsh lake bed envirrcnment art not completely understood. Limiting

factors for plant growth include salts, toxic ions, soil oxidation/reduction

potential, flooding, desiccation, sand blast darnage to leaves and a generally

poor plant gerrnination/establishment environment. Previous studies that

attempted to grow plants on the lake bed demonstrated, but failed to quantiff,

these limitations.

As with the evaluation of water-based measures, the evaluation of vegetation as

a dust mitigation measure consists of three parts:

l) evaluation of existing conditions and nesources,

2) the development of successful vegetation-based measures through small

and large scale testing and
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3) incorporation of successful measunes into a comprehensive lake-wide

mitigation plan.

6.3.1 VEGETATION RESOURCE EUATUATIOT{

Although there are some locations on Owens Lake where vegetation is
established, the vast majority of the lake bed remains devoid of any plant life.
The specific reasons for this lack of vegetation need to be investigated and
quantified before any attempt to establish plants will be successful. Therefore,
the fint step has been to characteize the limiting factors present on the lake
bed. This has included an evaluation of the range of environmental conditions
present and the range of conditions tolerated by the locat species. This initial
evaluation phase has included phpical characteristic mapping and chemical
analysis of the lake's soils, near surface waters and plant materials. Once
existing conditions are characte ized, those factors that preclude vegetation can
be identified.

The next step in evaluating vegetation resources is to investigate possible
modifications to the limiting soil and water conditions and to identify candidate
plant species for application to the Owens Lake slntem. Due to requirements set
forth by the lake bed owner, the California State Lands Commission, the
emphasis has been on evaluating and testing existing, locally adapted species.
The efforts at this step are to determine if any species will grow under existing
conditions and how conditions need to be modified to enable selected species to

become pernanently established.

6.3.2 UEGETATION-BASED MIIIGATIOI{ MEASURE DEUELOPTUIEI{T

Once the evaluation of vegetation conditions and resources is completed, the
information developed is used to incorporate vegetation into small and laqge
scale, on-lake pilot tests. These projects test the ability of selected species to
establish and survive in the variety of soil, water, topogaphic and climatic
conditions found on the lake. They test irrigation qntcms and schedules,
leaching and drainage systems, and the ability to lessen the effects of limiting
factors.

As with water-based tests, vegetation projects must be carcfully and thoroughly
designed, implemented, operated and analyzed. Detailed project designs,
protocols, deployment plans and data collection plans must be develop"d.
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6.3.3 VEGFTAilOII.BASED MITIGATION MEASURE IMPTEMENTATION

The final step in using vegetation-based mezuures on a large scale to control
dust emissions is the development of a comprehensive mitigation plan
incorporating the successful measures. This must occur in conjunction with
results from the testing of the other three types of measures: water based, sand
fences and surface protection, while keeping in mind the factors that will limit
vegetation establishment, such as water availability and unmitigable plant
toxins.

6.3.4 VEGETATION.BASED CONTROT MEASURES

The following is a discussion of the vegetation-based control measures that have
been or are being considered for implementation. As with the water-based
measures, information provided includes: measure description, tested or
anticipated conhol effectiveness, advantages, disadvantages, implementation
logistics, economic feasibility and the additional information needed to judge

implementation feasibility.

GNASS\SHRUB.LANDS

Description
This is a current test project that ficcuses on establishing drought and salt

tolerant grasses and shrubs directly on the lake bed in stands of suflicient

density to reduce or eliminate dust emissions. The grassland portion of the

project has two main components. The first is saltgrass (Dittitlilit spntu) testing

on the lake bed under avariety of soil and water conditions. The second

component is a saltgrass breeding pnogram that will generate a strain of
saltgrass entirely derived from local material that will be uniquely and
particularly adapted to conditions on Owens Lake. Once grass is established,
the focus will shift toward salt tolerant shrubs which may be more appropriate

or effective in certain areas or which may act to provide additional protection

and divenity to grasslands. A recent shrdy by the District of the tolerance of

local cultivars of saltgrass to salinity and flooding indicates that there is a

significant range of adaptation of the local species to the local conditions

(Reference Documents 12, 13, 14, 23, 2+,25 and 26).

Effectiveness
It is well known that in suflicient densities, vegetation @ver can completely

protect soil surfaces from aeolian erosion. Just how dense a cover is necessary

on Owens Lake to meet emission standards is unknown at this time. One
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component of the vegetation testing will be to determine cover density

requirements.

Advantages
. With flood irrigation, large areas can be controlled with minimal

infrastructure.
. May use less water than flood irrigation without vegetation.
' May selllspread to bare, unvegetated areas.
. Requires minimal maintenancr.
. Establishes habitat for a wide range of plants and animals.
. Restores considerable public trust value to the lake.

Disadvantages
. Probably not appropriate for very high salt or high clay soils.
. May not be appropriate in aneas with low electrochemical reduction

conditions.
o lf flood irrigated, not appropriate for use in areasi where lake bed is not flat.

However, if sprinkled or drip irrigated, terrain is not limiting.
. Requires water, which may not be available from local gnoundwater sources

in needed quantities.

lmplementation Log istics
' Requires availability of adequate amounts of water.
. Requires access to all portions of the dust producing aneas for planting and

maintenance.
. May require supplemental protection during establishment to prevent sand

abrasion.
. Existing soils may require fertilization during and/or after establishment.

Economic Feasibility
. Infrastructure, operation and maintenance costs would be higher than flood

irrigation, but vegetation may use less water and therefore be mone
economical in long run.

Additional lnformdion Needs
. Current testing program needs to be completed to determine ability to

establish vegetation on lake bed.
. Total water use for vegetation needs to be companed to total water use of

other water-based measures to determine most water efficient me.Nune.
. Determine sustainable amount of water available.

Acceptability to Property Owner
The State Irnds Commission determined ttrat this measure is acceptable.
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WFTLANDS

Description
Because of adverse soil conditions present over much of the lake (mainly high
salt levels), traditional drought tolerant vegetation may not survive in such
areas. An alternative to grass/shrub-land vegetation is the establishment of

wetland/riparian type vegetation. Although wetland type vegetation would use

more water than the drought tolerant vegetation addressed above, it may use

less water than flood irrigation without any vegetation. Flood irrigation areas

would be established and flushed of salts. Wetland tlpe vegetation would be

introduced and water use cut back as compared to the continuous water use

associated with flood irrigation. This measure is currently being tested as part of

the flood irrigation measure test project (Reference Documents 12, 13, 14,23

and 24).

Effectiveness
As with flood irrigation, wetland areas should be an effective measure to

prevent PM-10 emissions. In addition, areas that bordered the wetlands may be

iuitable for grassland t'?e vegetation due to the water supplied to the local near

surface groundwater table. Runoff from wetland areas could control emissions

through flood irrigation or evaporation ponds (see above).

Advantages
. May be as effective as flood irrigation, but use less water.
. Large aneas can be controlled with minimal infrastructure.
' Will spread to bare, unvegetated areas'
' Requires minimal maintenance.
. Operation and maintenance requires little or no lake bed access.
. Establishes habitat for a wide range of animals.
. Restores considerable public trust value to the lake.

Disadvantages
. May not be appropriate in areas where soil is not suitable for vegetation.
. Not appropriate for areas of lake bed where sutface is not flat.
. Requines water, which may not be available from local groundwater sources

in needed quantities.

I m Plementation Logistics
. Requires availability of adequate amounts of water.
. Requires access to all portions of the dust producing areas for planting and

maintenance-
. Existing soils may require fertilization during and/or after establishment.

Orrens Vdley Pfi-10 BACf'l SIP
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Economic Feasibility
. Infrastructure, operation and maintenance costs would be higher than flood

irrigation, but vegetation may use less water and therefore be more

e@nomical in long run.

Additional lnformation Needs
. Current testing program needs to be completed to determine

establish vegetation on lake bed.
. Total water use for vegetation needs to be comPaned to total

ability to

water use of

other water using measures to determine most water efficient measure.

AcceptabiliU to ProPerU Orner
The State Lands Commission determined that this measure is acceptable.

6.4 SAND FENCE-BASED MEASURES

Sand and sand sized particles saltating acnoss Owens Lake are known to
generate large amounts of dust from the lake bed during high wind episodes. By
iontrolling the migration of these particles, a significant reduction in the
concentration of PM-10 dust should be achieved. One way to contnol these

blowing particles is through the use of fences to break the wind' calse sand

particles to stop their movement and form sand dunes. This has been tried on-O*.rr 
Lake in the past on fairly smdl scales with single and pardlel dunes

with some success.

It is known that sand fences will capnrre saltating sand and sand-sized

aggregates and provide an element of surface roughness not present on most of

ttt. t"t bed that may be beneficial in reducing wind speeds at the lake bed

surface for some distance downwind of the fence. With this knowledge
researchers have designed and are currently conducting a demonstration-scale

mitigation test to determine if such fences will significantly reduce PM-10

concentrations from the lake bed. This project is rcsting the effectiveness of sand

fence arrays in captu.irg and controlling saltation particles and reducing the

erosion potential of wind at the surface. One of the benefits of using sand

fences is that they may reduce or eliminate the need for water resources and

vegetation. Another benefit is that th.y do not require the electric Power
required by water- and vegetation-based measunes to extract and distribute

water.

As with water -and vegetation-based mitigation measures, sand fences also

require a background investigation phase, a large scale testing phase and a final

implementation phase.
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6.4.1 SAND FENCE RESOURCE EUALUATION

A number of factors that will affect the growth and stability of the sand dunes
that form on sand fences must be ascertained prior to large scale
implementation of fences zls a dust control measure. The locationr euantity,
migration rate and migration direction of sands on the lake bed must be
determined in order to design fence locations, spacings and configurations.
Since barriers can collect large volumes of sand, the source anea for the sands
must be well understood. There must be an understandirg of how rnuch
deflation or deposition will occur in an area, both with and without fences and
how this deflation or deposition may have an impact on the lake environment.
Such impacts may include surface gradient changes affecting drainage patterns,
shallow groundwater table changes affecting evaporation and salt flux to the
ground surface, or changes in soil type.

The predominant wind directions for wind speeds greater than the threshold
speed at which particles begin to move must be determined to orient dune
corridors or arrays perpendicular to this direction. The frequency of high winds
from directions other than the predominant direction is important for
understandirg failures in the control of dust and sand migration into
surrounding nondune areas. Changes in wind patterns due to the presence of
the corridor or alr:ay might cause increased erosion in other areas or sand
accumulation in areas where it is not wanted. Fences must be designed and
constructed to withstand the strongest winds in the area. The District has been
collecting meteorological data in the vicinity of Owens Lake since about 1985.

Soil partide size distribution is also important. Enough sand sized sdtation
particles must be available for impoundment around the sand fences to create
the dune fields. Soils must support gyrng for the fences and vehicle access. The
soil chemirtry and tlpe must be suitable if vegetation is to be established on the
resulting dunes. The amount of irrigation water required for leaching is also
dependent on the soil t1pe.

Sand migration rates, boundaries and paths are also important If the rate is too
slow it may take many years to build the dunes. If the migration rate ir high
dunes may form quickly and sands may continue to move through the dune
areas. Accurate delineation of migration boundaries is required to allow the
fences to be placed in the proper aneas. Variable sand migration paths due to
winds from different directions must be identified and designed, so that sands
do not move out of the dunes and into areas where sands were not previously
found. The District and other researchers have collected data on the movement
of sand on the lake bed (Reference Document l2).

Ourens Vdley n'l-10 BA0tl SIP
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This background information for sand dunes is important because once dunes

are formed on Owens Lake they may become perrnanent topographic features.

An improperly placed or constmcted sand dune may not only be inelfective at

reducing dust emissions, it may also prevent other successful measures from

being properly implemented.

6.4.2 SAND FENCE MEASURE DEUELOPME}IT

Once an evaluation of the factors that will affect the growth and stability of
sand dunes has been performed, large-scale sand dune tests will be developed
and performed. These projects will include both tests of individual sand fence

design elements (size, material, mounting and pnng details) as well as tests of

dune field alignments and configurations. Dunes will be tested in a number of
saltation dominated areas of the take bed. They will be tested as dry dunes and

in conjunction with water- and vegetation-based measures in an effort to
develop a mitigation measure that combines the elements from different
meiuure types to produce the most successful possible solution. It is important
to determine the sand capture efficiency of both single fences and various fence
arrays. This can be done both with field testing and with wind tunnel and
computer modeling. Another important element of the measune development
effort is to determine the distance downwind from fences and fence arraln at
which saltation reestablishes and PM-10 emissions recommence. This distance is
referred to as the "dead zone".

As with water- and vegetation-based tests, sand dune projects must be catefully
and thoroughly designed, implemented, operated and analped. Detailed project
designs, protocols, deployment plans and data collection plans must be
developed.

The California State Lands Commission and their subcontractor, the* Univcrsity
of California, Davis, are currently conducting a project that involves.collection
of the required background data, fence design, small scale fence array field
testing and evaluation of impacts the fences may have on the lake environment.
Work on the project began in May 1993.

6.4.3 SAND FENCE MEASURE IMPTEME}ITAIION

Once again, as with water- and vegetation-based measunes, the final step in
using sand dunes on a l"rg. scale to contnol dust emissions is the development
of a comprehensive mitigation plan incorporating the successfuI designs. This
must occur in conjunction with results from the testing of the other three tlpes
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of measures: water, vegetation and surface protecting, while keeping in mind
the factors that will limit sand dune establishment, such as soil tFpe, particle
size, water table effects and rate and location of sand movement.

6.4.4 SAND FENCE CONTROL MEASURES

The following is a discussion of the sand fence-based control measures that
have been or are being considered for implementation. Sand fences have not
yet been proven as a measure that will control PM-10 emission rates on Owens
Lake to the extent that air quality standards will be met. Adequate testing to
determine their level of control, both by themselves and in conjunction with

other measures, is important.

SAND FENCES

Description
In l9B3 and lgBB the District, in conjunction with the State Lands Commission
and the Los Angeles Departrnent of Water and Power, tested the effectiveness
of using single rows of sand fences to capture and hold PM-10 producing
saltating sand. When located in areas with high sand flux rates, the fences filled
very quickly. The filled fences cause a linear dune to form, trapping large
amounts of sand that then is not available for sdtation erosion. It appears that
as the fences are lilling total suspended particulate ffSD concentrations are
reduced up to 5oo/o on the down wind side (Reference Document 27).

The next step in the development of sand fences as a control measure is testing
fences in arrap to see if sdtation erosion could be further reduced. This is the
project that the California State Iffrds Commission and the University of
California, Davis are currently conducting. Fences would be placed in locations
where high sand fluxes occurred in order to tie up sands and prevent their
further saltation across the lake b"d (R"ference Documents 28 and 29).

Effectiveness
The e{fectiveness of single fences was not enough to provide the necessary
reductions in dust levels to meet the Federal 24-hour PM-10 Standard. The
increased effectiveness provided by fence turays has not yet been determined. If
the results of the current small-scale a;rr,ay test are promising, a large-scale test
of fence array effectiveness will be conducted.

o

o
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Advantages
. Fences require no water or electricity.
. Provides rooting zone above lake bed for plants to take advantage of (above

high reduction/oxidation conditions).
' May provide dune habitat for plants and animals-
o tf "dead zone" of saltation reestablishment exists downwind of array, only a

percentage of the lake bed would need measunes constructed on it in onder to
control the entire dust emitting area.

Disadvantages
. Fence arrays by themselves may not provide the level of effectiveness

necessary to reduce the emission levels to the point where air quality
standards are met.

. Dust emissions from aneas between arrays may not be eontrolled ("dead
zone" may not exist). This would require dl dust emission areas to be
completely covered with fences separated by l0 to 20 fence heights.

. Filled fences (dunes) must be stabilized to be effective.

. Sand fences require high levels of maintenance during fence fillitg.
o [f sand fences are not effective, other types of control measures may be

diflicult or impossible to implemen! due to the altered topography caused by
dunes.

. Provide little or no public tmst restoration nalue.

lm plementation Log istics
o lf "dead zone" does not exis! many miles of fence would be required for

control (approximately 44 miles of 6 foot fence per square mile of lake bed).
. Requires abiliry to stabilize dunes after fences have {illed.
o lf dunes are to be stabilirzed with vegetation, dunes must be leached with

water to remove high concentrations of salt collected during dune growth.
. Requires access to all portions of the dust producing aneas to install and to

maintain the fences.

Economic FeasibiliU
. The costs of infrastmcture and maintenance would b. high. However,

because the measune uses no water or electricity (unless water is requird to
maintain dune stabilizing vegetation), the lotg term costs may make it an
e@nomical contnol measure.

Additionaf fnformation Needs 
' t

. The effectiveness of fence arra)E needs to be determined.

. Techniques need to be developed to stabilize the dunes formed on filled
fences.
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' 
;lio::'ff:: ,::i;::*:ffi:lJr"dead 

zone" must be estabrished which

AcceptabiliU to Property Oruner
The State Lands Commission determined that this measure is acceptable only if
minimal fences are required (i.e. the "dead zone" is large). The Commission has
not determined the acceptability of fences if they are required at close spacings
throughout the lake bed.

RIPARIAN CORRIDORS

Description
This control measure would use gr:Ns, shrub and wetland vegetation in
conjunction with flood irrigation and sand fences to create corridors at intervals
across the lake bed that controlled dust emissions. Sand fences would first be
placed where the corridors were to be located. As the sand fences filled, th"y
would become sand dunes that would need an irrigation slntem in order to
flush them of salts. The water for flushing would be supplied by flood irrigation
along the corridor. Finally, the sand dunes would be stabilized with vegetation.
Since filled fences are not elfective in capturirg sarid, new fences would be
added along the outside edges of the corridor until all the sand in the area was
collected in the corridor. The concept of riparian corridors was developed by
the University of California, Davis' Owens Lake Task Group (Reference
Document 30).

Effectiveness
Effectiveness of corridors and required spacing intervals are undetermined at
this time. The results of the flood irrigation, vegetation and sand fence testing
projects may give some indication of effectiveness, but a l"tg. scale test will be
necessary in onder to have confidence in an effectiveness level. The level of
control that corridors provide to the unmitigated areas between the corridors is
unknown and must be determined.

Advantages
. May be a very efficient use of available water nesources.
. Salt leaching on dunes may be more effective than on flat lake bed.
. Provides root zone above water table (above high redox conditions).
. Establishes a wide range of plant and animal habitats.
. Restores public trust values to the areas where the corridors are located.
. tf "dead zone" of saltation reestablishment exists downwind of corridor, only

a percen tzge of the lake bed would need measunes constructed on it in order
to control the entire dust emitting area.

Orcns Vdley PM-10 BACM SIP
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Disadvantages
. Dust emissions from aneas between corridors may not be controlled ('dead

zone" may not exist).
. As artificial dunes have higher salt content than surrounding lake hd,

flushing and vegetation establishment may be diflicult.
. Requirls water, which may not be available from local gnoundwater sources

in needed quantities.
. Requires laqge amounts of sand fence and irrigation infrastructure.
. Sand fences and irrigation systems require high levels of maintenance.

lmplementation l-og istics
. Requires availability of adequate amounts of water
. Requires abiliry to flush salts from dunes.
. Requires ability to stabilize dunes during vegetation establishmenl
. Requires ability to establish and maintain vegetation on arti{icial dunes.
. Exidng soils may require fenilization during and/or after establishment.
. Multi-step measure would take considerable time to implement. Steps would

consist oi f"tro constmction, waiting for fences to fill, installation of

irrigation/drainage system, flushing salts from soil and planting and

establishing stabilizing vegetation @ver.

Economic Feasibility
. The costs of infrastmcture, the multi-step implementation Pnocess' operation

and maintenance would be higher than flood irrigation and the other

vegetation measures, but the corridors may use less water than other

measurles and therefore be more economical in the long term. Feasibility also

depends on required spacing betrreen individual fences and between

corridors, which is unknown at this time.

Additional lnformation Needs
. The current sand fence array, vegetation and flood irrigation projecb need to

be completed. In addition a comprehensive large-scale test needs-to-be

designed and conducted in onder to establish the level of contnol associated

with corridors.

Acceptability to ProPerty Owner
The State Irnds Commission determined that this measure is acceptable.

6.5 SURFACE PROTECNON GO}ITROL MEASURES

There may be areas of the Lake where the only reasonable dust mitigation

solution will be to provide some type of protective covering to the surface to
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prevent dust emissions. An example of a naturally occurring surface covering is

the salt flat evaporite deposit at the center of the lake. As the lake evaporated, a

thick salt crust was formed which prevents the unde.lfo.g soil from blowing.

Other areas of the lake bed are nahrrally forming graveled desert pavement

tlpe surfaces as fine material blows away and leaves larger materials behind.

In addition to natural surfaces, there may be some tlpes of artificial surface

protections that are appropriate or necessary in order to control PM-10

emissions from some portions of the lake bed. Some of the natural and artificial

surface protection measures that may be appropriate for certain areas are

described below.

SALT FLATS

DescriPtion
The soils on the bed of Owens Lake contain large amounts of chloride, sulfate

and carbonate salts. Thus, the waters used in conjunction with measures such

as surface flooding or vegetation irrigation tend to become more saline as they

flow across the lake bed. It may be possible to capture these briny drainage

waters into ponds, evaporate the water and create a thick, durable salt crust to

protect the surface. Such surfaces exist in the center of the lake as a natural

evaporite deposit formed as the lake was desiccated in the 1920's. In addition to

waste waters from other mitigation measures, natural brines that exist above

and below the surface of the lake could be utilized to fiorm nonemissive salt

flats.

Effectiveness
Evaporite crusts are quite durable and nonemissive if they are of the proper

chemical makeup (predominantly sodium chloride) and are of sufficient

minimum thickness (about 2 inches). Many naturally formed crusts at the edges

of springs and seeps around the lake have developed sufficient thicknesses to

control PM-10 emissions. Large scale test would need to be Perbrrned to

determine effectiveness.

Advantages
. Ljses discharge waters from other water-based measures.
. Can be implemented in all lake bed terrains and soils.
' Requires minimal maintenance'
' I-ow manPower requirements.
. Prevents discharge waters from uphill measures from affecting mining

activities in center of lake.
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Disadvantages
. Depending on location, may require significant earthwork in the form of

containment berms and collection ditches.
. Restores little or no public trust value to lake.

lmplementation Logistics
. Requires availability of adequate amounts of salt and water.
' Requires some type of access to pond areas.

Economic Feasibility
. Initial construction costs would be significant; long term operation.and

maintenance costs would be minimal.
. As it uses drainage water from an uphill control measure, it requires no

additional water or electricity.

Additional lnformation Needs
. Has not been tested on a large scale.
. Amount of area contnolled is dependent on discharge from uphill measure

which, in turn, is dependent on arnount of water available. Therefore,

determine sustainable amount of water available.
. Determine appropriate areas for measure.

Acceptability to ProperU Ouuner
The State Lands Commission has not determined the accePtability of this
measure.

GRAVEL BTANKET

Description
The District has tested, on a very small scale, the use of gravel blankets to

protect the surf;ace and prevent the efllorescence of sdts. A 4inch thick layer of
L/+- inch and larger washed gravel was placed on the lake bed surface in areas

with fine soils and sdt efllorescen@.

Effectiveness
After 7 years the small blankets continue to successfully control dust emissions

and salt efllorescence in areas not subject to sand movement or flash flooding.
A thinner layer of gravel may be effective in those aneas where salt efllonescen@
does not occur and PM-10 is primarily caused by saltating particles.

Advantages
. Vev effective in controllirg saltating particles and salt efllorescence.
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Provides continuous protection.
Can be installed on all types of lake bed topographies and soils.
Requires no water or electricity.
Low maintenance requirements.

Disadvantages
. Depending on blanket thickness, high initial cost.
. Eventually, even if it takes many years, the gravel blanket may fill with

airborne dust, allowing sdt to eflloresce on the surface. This would require
more gravel to be placed.

. No local gravel quarry large enough to provide material for entire dust area
presently exists. Due to high transportation costs, a local quarry would need
to be developed.

. Subject to inundation and wash-out from lake bed flooding events.

. Low public trust restoration value.

. Low habitat restoration value.

lmplementation Logistics
. Requires extensive access system to all portions of the lake bed for

installation.
. Under certain conditions, large aneas may have to be installed in a short

time period to prevent sand from outside the graveled areas from blowing
onto the gravel blanket.

. Should contain provisions for controllitg flooding from off the lake bed.

Economic Feasibility
. Installation costs would be higher than most other measures, however, long

term operation and maintenance costs would be among the lowest of any
control measure.

Additional lnformation Needs
. The ability to and feasibility of establishing a local gravel sounce needs to be

investigated.
. Additional testing is needed to determine the minimum blanket thicknesses

for the various soil tpes and the need for arry subgrade preparation.
r I large scale test is needed to determine the most efticient means of

transporting and spreading gravel.

AcceptabiliU to Property 0wner
The State Lands Commission determined that this measure is not acceptable.
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SOIL STABILIZI}IG CHEMICALS

Description
Soil stabilization with chemicals is often used to control PM-10 emissions. On
Owens I ake, however, due to the large size of the area to be contnolled

(approximately 30,000 acres) and the dynamic nature of the soil due to sdt

.fllor.tonce and temperahrre induced soil heaving, chemicals have shown very

little promise.

Effectiveness
In 1983, l9B7 and l98B the District and others tested the effectiveness of

chemicals that were thought to have the potential to modify th. lake bed salts

and produce a more durable surface crust. The chemicals used have included

magnesium chloride, calcium chloride, plastic polymen and an acetate salr The

chemicats have been applied at various lake bed locations on a variety of

surface grpes with a number of application rates. The treated surfaces werle then

monitored against control plots at each location. Although there may have been

some minor increase in surface stability on some the treated sites, there was no

evidence that chemicals would be a useful large scale, long term dust control

measurre. This is most likely due to the high sdt levels in the soil and the

dynamic nature of the natural soil crusts.

Advantages
o lf a chemical was found that was both effective and nonhazardous to the

lake bed environment, it could be applied and dust control would be

immediate.

Disadvantages
. Not shown to be effective.
o lf effective chemical were found, it would probably have to be reapplied at

yearly intervals, making it potenti^lly ^ very costly long term measune.
. Public a@ess to the lake bed would have to be prohibited to prerrent

destmction of chemical crust.
. Any dust created by failed aneas would have the dust suPPr€ssant chemical

contained in it.
. Potential for gnoundwater contamination.
. Potential for contamination of evaporite deposig which would adversely

alfect mining operations.
. No habitat enhancement.
. Low public trrst restoration value.

lmplementation Logistics
o I means of accessing all portions of the dust emitting areas with vehicles
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capable of spreading large amounts of chemicals would have to be found.

Chemical would have to have the characteristic of creating a surface that was

water permeable, in order to allow precipitation and surface flows to

percolate into lake bed.

bhemical would have to have the characteristic of not allowing blowable

sdts to eflloresce on the surface.

Economic FeasibiliU
. Significant costs would be associated with regular reapplication of chemicals.

Additional lnformation Needs
. An effective chemical would have to be identified that meets the additional

physical characteristic and environmental compatibility requirements.
. No further tests of chemical dust suppressants are planned because of the

objections to this type of control measure by the lake bed land owner, the

Ca[fornia State Lands Commission and the current mining leaseholder, the

Owens Lake Soda Ash ComPanY.

AcceptabiliU to ProPerty OvYner
The State Lands Commission determined that this meisure is not acceptable.

OTHER SURFACE PROTECTION

Description
Other materials such as discarded automobile tires, vegetative wastes,

compressed trash or asphalt products could be used to simply cover the lake

bed, which would prevent PM-10 emissions. Any materials used, however,

would have to be permeable to water to allow precipitation and sutface flows to

sink into the lake bed and not flood the salt mining operation in the center of

the lal<e. In addition, the materials could not allow groundwater evaporation to

form efllorescent salt cmsts on the surface.

In addition to covering the surface to protect it, it may be possible to modify

emissive surfaces in onder to render them non- or less emissive. Such a

modification might be something like the tilling under of fine blowable sands

arrd the exposure of more stable cl.a,y soils.

Effectiveness
If the protection could meet the requirements of being stable, durable,

permeable and nonefllorescent it should be effective.

Orens Vdley Ptl-10 BACM SIP

lune 1994
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Advantages
. Very effective in controlling saltating particles and salt efllorescence.
. Provides continuous protection.
. Can be installed on 

"ll 
typo of lake bed topographies and soils.

. Requires no water or electricity.

. Low maintenance requirements.

. May allow neuse of materials previously considered waste.

Disadvantages
. Depending on material, could further degrade public tmst value of lake bed.
. Depending on material, subject to inundation and wash out from lake bed

flooding events.
. Materials may degrade and deteriorate over time and require replacement.
. Depending on material, may degrade groundwater qudity.
. Depending on material, low or no habitat restoration value.

lmplementation log istics
. Requires extensive access qrstem to all portions of the lake bed for

installation and ongoing maintenance.
. Large ar€zls must be installed at one time to prevent sand from outside the

covered arezts from blowing onto the covetitg.
. Should contain provisions for contnolling flooding fnom off the lake bed.

Economic Feasibilitlt
o [f waste materials were used, materials costs could be low. Installation costs

would be higher than most other measunes. lotg term operation and
maintenance costs would be among the lowest of any contnol measune.

. The cost of a surface modification such as tilling would be low, but would
probably be ongoing if arreas had to be retilled.

Additional lnformation Needs
. For surface coverings, undetermined until covering material is identified.
. For surface modifications, full scale testing needs to take place.

AcceptabiliU to Property Owner
The Starc Lands Commission determined that surface coverings are not
acceptable. The State Lands Commission has made no determination reganding
surface modification measunes.
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6.6 CONTROL MEASURE IMPLEMENTATION LOGISTICS

Identification of logistical restraints are an important element in the {inal
mitigation measure selection process. If a mitigation measure @nnot be
constructed due to conditions in an area that cannot be overcome through
design and engineering, then the measure cannot be implemented in that area.
To be successful, the mitigation effort must address such engineering problems
as vehicle access onto the lake bed, power supplies, irrigation methods for
aPplytng water and methods of leaching and draining the various areas and
soils of the lake bed.

LAKE BED ACCESS

Lake bed access has presented problems in past mitigation tests and studies
done on the lake bed. It is critical to have good a@ess onto all parts of the lake
bed where large-scale mitigation tests and final mitigation projects are going to
be placed. This phase of the mitigation plan development will involve testing
different methods of providing vehicular access onto the lake bed.

FLOOD CONTROL

Flood control is another issue that will need to be considered in the
development of the final implementation plan. Due to Owens f,ake's position at
the foot of three signilicant mountain ranges (Sierra Nevada, Inyo and Coso),
the lake bed is subjected to substantial flash floods from which mitigation
measures need to be protected. Therefore, it will also be necessary to develop a
Iake-wide plan to manage the lake's surface and storm waters.

SOIL LEACHIiIG ANO DRAIIIAGE

If a water-based mitigation is incorporated in the final rnitigation plan, it is
important to identiS the best method and frequency of water application to
minimize the amount of water required. Additiordy, in certain areas of the
lake bed, leaching and drainage of lake bed Soils may be required to prevent
salt build-up in the root zones of vegetated areas. In order to do this, it is
critical to identi& th. feasibility and methods of irrigad.g, leaching and
draining different soil types prior to implementation of the desired mitigation.

Orvens Vdley PM-IO BACl,l SIP
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ELECTRICAL POWER

The type and location of electrical power sour@s for operating data collection

and pumping equipment atso need to be considered. This Phase of the plan

deveioprrrcnt-wii *ay the varioqs wa)rs of providing for the project's electrical

power needs, including traditional line power, wind generated Power and solar

Power.

Other logistical constraints will doubtlessly b. identilied as the final mitigation

plan is divelop"d. It is important to identig tho. constraints and work on

solutions befoie th"y become obstacles to measure implementation.

6.7 DUST GE}IERATIOiI MECHANISMS RESEARCH

In conjunction with developing an understandi.g of the lake's physical

charaCteristics, it is important to continue research into the mechanisms of dust

storm generation. By shrdpng the connection between the lake's physical

prop.rf,es and meteorological processes that act on the lake, it is hoped that the

a"torr that influen@ the initiation of dust storms can be understood and

thereby controlled. In addition to shrdying onJake dust mechanisms, the

ofFlake extent and effect of the fugitive dust will continue to be invetigated.

Much of this work has been perbrrned by scientists from the University of

California, Davis and the National Oceanic and Atrnospheric Administration

(Reference Documents 3l and 32).

6.8 CURRE}IT EFFORTS

The District is currently involved in testing the four measunes deemed

acceptable for implementation on the lake bed by the Statc Lands Commission:

flood irrigation, grasslands, wetlands and riparian corridors/sand fences. In

addition,-Orc dwilopment of a chemical surfacc protectant using only materiah

found on the lake is being conducted by private parties.

FLOOD IRRIGATION

Flood irrigation tcsting is occurring at two sites, a laqge sitc (approximately onc

squane *il") along the northeast shoreline in a sand dominatcd area and a

smaller site in a &y dominated area along the southeast shone. The north site

testing has been under way for approximately l8 months. Initially, there was

orr. y."r of pre-nood baseline monitoring to characterize thc tcst site and
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develop appropriate test equipment. Flooding has been occurring since January
1994. A detailed test design and test protocols have been prepared (Reference
Documents lB, 19, 20 and 2l).

Water is outlet from a pipe along the shoreline and allowed to flow across the

surface toward the center of the lake. Due to the extremely low slopes and flat

topography, 
" 

l- to 2-inch deep sheet of water spreads over the flooded area,

sahrrates the soils and prevents the surface from blowing. In addition to

preventing wet areas from blowing, the measure creates ponded areas that

capture sand that blows in from uncontrolled areasr pr€venting it from

generating any further PM- 10. Based on initial results, the measure aPPears to

be nearly 100% effective in controllitg PM-10 emissions.

Testing at the south site is scheduled to begin in the summer of 1994. The

south site will be smaller in scale than the north site. It will test a number of

irrigation schedules in order to macimize the eflicient use of available water

resounces. The south site will also test different soil leaching techniques in an

effort to remove salts from the soil and make it more conducive to vegetation

establishment. In addition to flood irrigation and leaching at the south test site,

there will also be a soil modification test that will use tilling to modify existing

emissive soils. Test design and operational protocol documents are currently

being prepared for the south site.

VEGETATION

The District is also currently engaged in a number of vegetation studies to

determine the feasibility of establishing vegetation on Owens Lake and the level

of PM-10 control associated with any vegetation that is established. The

emphasis at this point is on the grass species Distbhlis spbata, or saltgrass, which

is tire bcal plant species that is best adapted to the variety of diflicult conditions

found on the lake bed. We are conducting studies to determine how saltgrass

establishes itself, what the limiting factors to establishment are and which local

cultivars are best suited for the various tlpes of conditions found on the lake

bed. In addition, we are working with a gnoup of grass breeding experts to

develop techniques to improve the germination, vigor and seed development

characteristics of *t" local saltgrass cultivars. We are also conducting onJake

testing of the locat saltgrass under a variety of soil qrpe and water quality and

q,t.tttity conditions. Testing is taking place both in dry lake bed areas and on

and adacent to the concurrent flood irrigation test site. Reference Documents

25, 24 arrd 25 contain details of the program and some preliminary results.

73
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SAND FENCES/RIPARIAN CORRIDORS

The final measure under development at this time is the concept of using sand

fences to establish riparian corridors. Corridors are a mixhrre of three types of

measures: vegetation, flood irrigation and sand fences. The current testing of

vegetation and flood irrigation mezrsures are detailed above. The Universif of

California, Davis is currently studyrng the ability of sand fence arrays to trap

sand and prevent PM- 10 emissions.

The Davis scientists are conducting the sand fence research from two

perspectives: a moderate-scale, on-lake test of sand fences on the south end of

the lake bed and a laboratory wind tunnel and mathematical modeling effort.

The on-lake effort is being conducted to test actual sand fence designs and to

determine the efliciency of sand capture and PM-10 reduction. The wind tunnel

and mathematical work allows a number of fence designs and array

configurations to be tested beficre deciding on the best design for an actual

large-scale, on-lake test. Reference Documents 28, 29 and 30 contain details of

the current Davis research.
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SECTION 7 I BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL MEASURES

INTRODUCTION
BACM DETERMINATION
BACM IMPLEMENTATION
BACM ENABLING REGULATIONS
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

Eleven potential measures to control PM-10 emissions from Owens Lake were
discussed in the previous section. It is possible that some version of all eleven
measures may, at some time in the future, be implemented on the lake to
control fugitive dust. Although each measure has some advantages which make
it attractive as a control measure, each also has a number of disadvantages.
The wide variety of conditions found on the lake, the different dust generation
mechanisms and the obstacles that prevent the implementation of traditional
dust control measunes ensure that there will be no one measure that meets all
the requirements of the "perfect" *^y to fix Owens Lake. As control measure
research continues, measures will be refined. The linal control plan that
provides for attainment of the Standard will implement those measures that are

sufliciently effective to attain the Standard and have the greatest overall

advairtages for each particular type of area or condition.

As a requirement of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, however, the
District is obligated in this document to determine the best control measures
(BACh[s) available at this time. This section of the SIP wi[ determine what

those measures are, discuss how and where the mez$ures are being

implemented and what regulations will be or are being used to ensure that the

measurles are implemented as provided for in this plan.

7.2 BACM DETERMINATION

The EPA procedure for determining BACM consists of four steps to be taken:

l. Inventory sources of PM-10'
2. Evaluate source category imPact,
3. Evaluate candidate control techniques, and
4. Evaluate costs of control-

With regard to the first two steps of the determination, an inventory of PM-10

sources and an evaluation of source category impacts, BACM are required for

all sources for which the impact on PM-10 concentrations is not de minimus.

The contribution to nonattainment of any source category is presumed to be de

OtYens Vdley Pt{-lO BACI{ SIP
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minimus if the source ca.uses a PM-10 impact in the anea of less than 5 pg/m3

for a 24hour average and less than I pglms towand the annual mean

concentration.

In Section 4, "Emissions Invento{r" it was shown in Table I that the non-

Owens Lake sources of PM-10 produced 0.005o/o of the emissions on a 2$hour

basis and 0.08 4o/o on an annual basis. By using the highest 24-hour and annual

PM-10 concentrations; l,86l pglms and 78.1 p1glmt respectively, and

neglecting background concentrations, the impact of the non-Owens Lake

*,r* can be estimated by assuming the source emissions are ProPortiond to

their ambient concentration impacl This method, which is known as:

proportional or linear roll-back, y-r.ldt 0.09 W/^t for the 24-hour impact and

0.07 W/^t for the annual impact of the non-Owens Lake sounses. Because the

impacts are less than the de minimus thresholds, BACM or BACT a^re not

required for non-Owens Lake sources at this time. Therefore, Owens Lake is

the only significant source that is required to implement BACM.

The third step of the BACM determination is an evaluation of the available

candidate control techniques. This is wherc an evaluation of the technological

feasibility of the available control measunes must be made. With regard to

Owens Lake, a potential control measure must meet two tcsts in order to be

included on the BACM list Itirsg it must be a currently available measure that

is physically able to be emplaced on the lake bed. Second, as. the lake bed is

public property under the jurisdiction of the California State knds
Commission, candidate control measur€s must neither destroy any of the lake

bed's public tmst values nor limit the ability to restore such nalues at fuhrre
dates.

If relative feasibility and environmental impacE are not taken into accounq all
elerren of the candidate BACM measunes discusscd in Scction 6, "Candidatc
Contnol Measuresr" are able to be emplaced on the lake bed to some degree.
flowever, some of the measunes will ultimately not provide the effectiveness
level necessary to meet the Standard, some of the measunes may not be
appropriate or even feasible on sorne aneas of the lake bcd and some of the
measunes may canuye envirrcnmental impactrthat are not accepable to
government and private entities. These are factors that will be coruidered in the
Demonstration of Attainment SIP to be completed in 1997; th"y do not atrect
the current BACM determination. Thereforc, h order to determine the BACM
lisg the second test must be applied: acceptability to the California Starc Irnds
Commission.

The Irnds Commission's authority to make contrlol measune acceptability
determinations and their determinations to date ane discussed in Section 5,
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"Control Measure Development Program," in Section 6, "Candidate Control
Measures" and in Appendix 6, "ktters from California State Lands
Commission." At this time, the Lands Commission has determined that only
three of the discussed measunes are acceptable for emplacement on the lake
bed: flood irrigation, vegetation and sand fences/riparian corridors. These three
measures then, are the available candidate control techniques for Owens Lake.

The final step of the BACM determination is an evaluation of the costs of
control for the available candidate measures. EPA guidance on this step dictates
that consideration of economic feasibility should not rely on claims regarding
the ability of a particular source to "afford" to reduce emissions. Economic
feasibility should, instead, consider the cost of reducing emissions from a
particular source uN compared to the costs incurred by similar sounces that have
implemented emission reductions.

With the possible exception of the smaller scale problem at Mono Lake, Owens
Lake is a unique PM-10 source. There are no analogous sources elsewhere that
have implemented the tlpes of controls in similar conditions to those under
consideration at Owens Lake with which to compare costs. In those areas of
Owens Lake where two or three of the available alternative control techniques
are technically feasible, th.y should be compared to each other to determine
the most cost effective implementation strategy. On some areas of the lake bed,
however, only one of the measures may be feasible.

At this time there are three measunes that are considered as the best available
control measunes for the Owens Valley Planning Area. All three measures are
controls for the Planning Area's only significant PM-10 source, Owens Dry
Lake. The BACMs are: flood irrigation, vegetation and sand fences/riparian
corridon. Each of these me:Nunes will be implemented in the areas for which
th.y are most suitable.

7.3 BACM IMPTEMENTAIION

All three BACMs have been implemented on Owens Lake and will continue to
be expanded as it continues to be techni*lly feasible to do so. The existing level
of implementation and the planned level.of expansion betrn'een now and the
1997 Demonstration of Attainment SIP deadline will be addressed for each of
the BACMs. Implementation costs will also be addressed. A summary of BACM
implementation until 1997 is provided in Table 3.

Ourens Valley PM-10 BACl.l SIP

lune 1994
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FTOOD IRRIGATION

At this time, flood irrigation appears to be a very effective control mezuiune. At

the north test site ptvt-tO emissions from approximately 550 acrcs of the source

area are being contnolled by flooding. Water is suppli"d by two groundwater

wells located in the Owens River delta at the north end of the lake. Based on

preliminary test results, it appears the existing wells have the capaciV to flood

appro*imately an additional 4O0 to 500 acres. Funding for a south test site has

bein approved by the City of Los Angeles and will be available i"J"ly 1994.

Ftoodini on the south site is scheduled to begin in mid-1995. Two additional

groundwater supply wells will be installed in early 1995. Water from.one of the

r.* wells near the southeast shoreline wi[ b€ used to contnol PM-IO'from one

of the most serious emission areas found on the lake bed.

Ftood irrigation is the BACM that comes closest to recreating the conditions

found at Owens Lake before diversion by the City of Los Angeles began early in

this century. Its application on the lake bed, however, is lirnited by two factors:

terrain and availability of water-

The measure appears to be most effective where lake bed relief is extremely flat

This allows the water to spnead widely and form very shallow, expansive sheets.

Any reliefl, such as a sand dune or drainage course, causes the water to channel.

This increases water depth and decreases the anea a given amount of water can

@ver. Forhrnately, the majority of the lake bed meets the lack of relief

condition.

The mone restrictive limitation on the expandability of flood irrigation will

probably be the availabiliry of water. As part of the District's test of the flood

irrig"tion measure, w€ will determine the acre_feet per acrle per year ofrrater

..q.rit d to control PM-10 emissions. In conjunction with the testing effort' the

OistricCs water resource experts will determine the long-term sustaina,ble amount

of water available for use on the lake bed (preliminary estimates range,from

25,000 to 100,000 acre-feet per year). These two numbers will dictate the

amount of emission area to which flood irrigation can be applied.

The cost of the infrastruchrre for the flood irrigation site was approximately

$800,000. This included $400,000 for 5 miles of l4-inch buried pipeline and

$400,000 for two gnoundwater wells and pump stations. However, this existing

infrastmchrle, with minimal modifications, could be utilized to flood an area of

approximately 1,000 acres. The infrastmchrre cost for flood irrigation then,

should be betrpeen $11000 to $1,5@ per acne. Annual electricity costs are

projected to be approximately $100 Per acre.
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Between now and the 1997 deadline for the Demonstration of Attainment SP,
flood irrigation will be expanded as appropriate areas for implementation are
identified and as additional sustainable water becomes available.

UEGETATION

It is well known that plant cover can be an e{fective way to control fugitive dust
emissions. Vegetation is the BACM that may come closest to becoming a "walk
awat''control measure. If vegetation can be established in the PM-10 source
areas that can survive in the lake bed soils with the area's natural precipitation,
then the planb may become self sustaining. However, it appears that two factors
limit the ability to establish grass and wetland type vegetation on Owens La"ke:
the levels of salt found in the lake bed soils md, as with flood irrigation, the
availability of water. There seems to be a third factor that affects the viability of
shrubs: the presence of high groundwater levels that create anoxic soil
conditions.

Owens Lake is a terminal lake, which means that the only way water that flows
onto the lake can leave is through evaporation. As the water evaporates it leaves
behind arry minerals that were in it when it flowed into the lake. Over time this
caused the lake waters to increase their mineral content. When diversion of the
Eastern Sierra rivers and stneams began early in this century, the water in
Owens L,ake was about twice as salty as seawater. As the lake dried the salt was
Ieft behind and evenhrally precipitated on and in the lake bed soils. It is this
remnant salt that currently precludes the establishment of vegetation over much
of the lake bed.

There ane aneas on the lake bed, however, where vegetation is naturally found.
These are tlpically areas where the presence of fresher water has flushed the
high levels of salt out of the local soil and allowed the establishment of plants.
Examples of such areas are found among shoreline seeps and springs and in the
unique lake bed *spring mounds.' The District and other researchers are
investigating those factors that limit lake bed vegetation and what changes can
be a^ffected to ameliorate the limiting conditions.

As with flood irrigation, the amount of water available to alter existing
conditions and to establish and support vegetation dictates the amount of lake
bed that can be vegetated. The water nesource evaluation effort discussed above
under flood irrigation will determine the sustainable amount of water available
for vegetation-based measure implementation.

o

o

Orcns Yalley ru-10 BA(l{ SIP
lunc 1994
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In addition to the many small aneas on the lake bed where vegetation is

establishing natudly, current vegetation implementation :fbttt include an

attempt by tne District to use water from the flood irrigation pipeline to vegetate

about Lr/z acres of small-scale test plots in the northeast corner of the lake bed

and the introduction of wetland and grass tlpe plants to the flood irrigation test

site. Planned for late 1995 is the planting of a laqger scale (approximately 20

acre) grassland in the vicinity of the Owens River delta on the north end of the

lake. In addition, the south flood irrigation test site will have additional

vegetation test Plots.

Infrastmchrre costs for vegetation are similar to those for flood irrigation. Wells,

pump stations and piping qrstems are needed for water distribution and can be

"*p.tt 
a to cost b.i*te" $1,000 and $1,500 per acre. There is the additional

*rt of establishing and emplacing the plant materials; this could add an

additional $500 p.r."r. for a total cost of betr,veen $1,500 and $2,000 per acre.

Power costs would add less than $100 Per acre Per year'

Between now and the 1997 deadline for the Demonstration of Attainment SF,

as the District discovers or creates areas that are appropriate for vegetation and

as sustainable water becomes available for use to support vegetation, these aneas

will be planted.

SAND FENCES/fl PARIAiI CORRIDORS

The third BACM is the use of sand fences to protect the lake bed from the

blowing land that erodes the surface and cau^ses PM-10 emissions. It is well

known that sand fences can reduce surface wind spe-eds to below the saltation

threshold velocity if they ane spaced close enough. However, it would require an

extremely large amount of fence to protect all the emissive portions of the lake

bed in this manner (over 4O00 miles of Gfoot high fence). The State Lands

Commission has not ruled that this is an acceptable mezuiure and this option has

never been actively supported by the District or any other sand fence proponent.

Recent research has been directed at discovering if some other factor will allow

control with larger fence spacings.

In the most desiralle and cost effective use of sand fences, th"y would create

widely spaced rip*i"n corridors that would caphrre sand and break the wind's

fetch along the flat unobsbnrcted lake b€d. This scenario relies on the existence

of the saltation reestablishment "dead zone" discussed in Section 6.4 "Sand

Fence-Based Measures." This is a use of sand fences that has been approved by

the State Lands Commission and therefore is a BACM.
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Even if the *dead zone" does not exist or if it is very limited in length, there rs
the possibility that all the saltation-sized particles could be trapped by widely
spaced sand fences, thus protecting downwind areas from saltation initiated
PM-10 emissions. Again the use of widely spaced fences is a control measure

approved by the State Lands Commission and therefore is also a BACM.

Since l9B4 approximately 7 miles of sand fence have been constmcted on

Owens Lake; both linear fences and fence arrays. The current research aftay

constructed by the University of California, Davis is utilizing about s/+ of a mile

of fence to create a 30 acne test array. In 199+95 the District will be working

with wind tunnel engineers from Davis to model the effects of larger scale fence

arra)'s on the lake bed. In 1995-96 the District will use the results from the

small-scale Davis afiay and the modeling to constntct a large-scale fence array

to verify the control effectiveness associated such large-scale measures.

Implementation costs for sand fences are currently betr'veen $4 and $5 per foot

of fence. The cost per acre will depend on fence spacing. The UC Davis fence

arraf r for example, contains about 4,000 feet of fence spaced 300 feet apart on a

30 acre test site. At this spacing, the fence array costs approximately $550 to

$650 p€r acre. If vegetation is used to stabilize lilled fences, the costs will

increase.

-

7.4 BACM ENABLIIIG REGULATIONS

The District has a number of existing regulations that provide for the

implementation of the BACMs. In addition, in conjunction with this document,

the District is committing to ado pt a measure to ensure the implementation of

BACM projects. These regulations are discussed below.

SENATE BILL 270 (HEALTH & SAFETY CoDE 42316)

Great Basin has tried several local rules to control the dust emissions from

Owens Lake. In l9B0 the District applied Local Rule 200 to the City of I-os

Angeles Departrnent of Water and Power's water gathering operations. This

rule requires a permit to operate facilities that cause the issuance of air

contam-inants. It was, and stiU is, Great Basin's contention that the operation of

the Los Angeles Aqueduct and all related works constitutes a f;acility that causes

the pM-10 imissions at Owens Lake. In l9B2 I-os Angeles' Coso geothermal

permit applications were denied by the District Air Pollution Control Officer

because li Ciy* noncompliance with mles and regulations regarding Owens

Owens Valley Pl'l-10 BACM SIP 
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Lake. I-os Angeles then petitioned the District Hearing Boand for a reversal of

the decision or a variance. The Hearing Boand denied the variance and upheld

the decision to deny the geothermal permits and require air qudity permits for

Departrnent of Water and Power's water gathering operations within the

District.

In l9B3 Senator Dills introduced Senate Bill 270 (Se270) which exempted

water gathering operations from air quality Permit regulations. Compromise

language for SB-270 resulted in the passage of the bill in 1983. SB-270 became

taw inj*,r"ry 1984 and is Section +2316 of the California Health and Safety

Code (Appendix 7). This Section allows Great Basin to tequire the City of Los

Angeles to undertake and fund reasonable measures, includitg studies, to

mitigate the air quality impacts associated with the City's production; diversion,

storage and conveyance of water. Most of the funding over ttre last l0 yean for

control measure development and implementation has come from the City of

Los Angeles through the provisions of SB-270.In addition, the District intends

to utihzl the requirements of SB-270 to implement futune BACM efforts.

MAIOR SOURCE EMISSIONS THRESHOLD

District Rule 209-A (App..dix 7) was reviewed in 1993 and found to have an

existing threshold that is lower than the 70 tons Per year of PM-10 required by

the U.S. EPA. As originrlly .pproved, District Rule 209-A set a level of 250

pounds per day of particulate matter as the lower limit for the mqior sounce

definition in the District This limig which is equivalent to about {6 tons per

yer, was based on "particulate mattet'' emissions. It did not sPeciry {
particulate matter was measured as Total Suspended Particulatcs CISD or if it

could be PM-10. If "particulate mattet'' was interpreted as PM-10, it would

effectively rela:r the limig because sources emit mone TSP than PM-10. To

ensure that future facilities will be required to meet the same requircmenB as

existing facilities, District Rule 209-A was clarified in May 1993 to reflect that

the 250 pound per day limit is measured as TSP and not PM-10 (District Rule

209-A.8.2.c).

One of the requirements for major sounces is that th"y aPPly Best Available

Control Technology (BACT) to contnol the emissions from their facilities. At the

request of the U.S. EPA and the California Air Resources Boand, the BACT

requirement under Rule 20SA whS- also extended to modifications to m{or

sources, where the modification would canrse a net inc,rease in emissions of 15

tons p€r year or mone of PM-10. This was equivalent to about B0 pounds of

PM-10 per day. This rule revision was approved in May 1993 as District Rule

209-A.8.2.d. (Appendix 7).
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EXISTING RUTES FOR PARTICULATE MATTER CONTROL

District Rules S0, 4O I and 405 are existing federally approved rules that limit
particulate emissions from area or point sources in the District. Rule 400 limits
visible emissions from any source, except those exempted under Rule 4O5, to
less than Ringelmann l, or 20 percent opacity. Rule 401 requires that
reasonable precautions be taken to prevent visible particulate matter from

crossing the prrcperty boundary. Methods to comply with both of these rules for

fugitive dust emissions are explained in the permit conditions for Permits to

Operate that are issued in the District. These rules are in included in Appendix
7 and an example of the permit conditions are included in Appendix B. The

District considers Rules 4O0 and Nl, along with conditions required under the

permit to operate as Reasonably Available Control Measures (RACM fot

fugitive dust from industrial sources. Because PM-10 from industrial sources

comprises about trn'o hundredths of one percent of the emissions in the Owens

Valley, these RACM requirements have not been evaluated to determine if they

should be considered BACM for fugitive dust from industrial sources.

COMMITMENT TO ADOPT BACM ENABLING REGULATION

At this time, the District relies on the provisions of Health and Suf"ty Code

Section 42316 (SB-270) as the legislation that provides for the development and

implementation of BACMs. However, as part of the SIP process, EPA requires

that the District provide an enforceable mechanism to ensure that the BACM

measures identified in Table 3 are implemented. Therefore, the District

commits to adopt a rule, resolution, memorandum of understanding or other

mechanism approved by the EPA to ensure the implementation of the BACM

measures identified in Table 3 within six months of adoption of the BACM SIP

by the District.

OrYens Valley Pt'l-10 BACl,l SIP
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TABLE 3
BEST AVAIII\BLE CONTROL MEASURES
IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

*I-ADWP : City of Los Angeles
SLC : California State Lands Commission
USN : China Lake Naval Weapons Center
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8.1 MITIGATION SCHEDULE

Presented below is a schedule for the past and future work discussed in this
document. As can be seen, current projects include efforts toward re{ining and
implementing the BACMs: the flood irrigation tests performed by the District,
the sand fenen,/arcay tests perbrrned by UC Davis and the Districg the
vegetation research performed by the District and the water nesource
development effort by the Desert Research Institute and the District.

Mitigation of the fugitive dust problem on Owens Lake is a vast undertaking.
However, with the assistance of and resources available from the Los Angeles
Departrnent of Water and Power, the California Sate Lands Commission, the

California Air Resources Board, the Environmental Protection Agency and all

intenested and involved citizens and researchers, the District is confident that a

Standard attainment plan can be developed by 1997 and that the plan can be
implemented by the 2001 deadline for PM-10 Standard compliance.

BACMSIP

Owens Vdlcy Ptl-10 BAC,I SIP
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APPENDD( 4

QUARTERLY PM-10 DATA AVERAGES

Quarterly Averages cxpressed in pg,lmg

Numbers in Parentheses are samples/quarter

Qparters are considered invalid if < l2 samples/quarter

Annual Averages are considered invalid if arry quarter is invalid

Annual Federal PM- l0 Standard = 50 pglms weighed over 3 years

Annual State PM-I0 Standard = 30 pg/ms weighed over 3 years

a

o

SITE YEAR QI Q2 Q3 Q4
ANNUAL

AVERAGE

KEELER
KEELER
KEELER
KEELER
KEELER
KEELER

1988
t9B9
I 990
l99 r
l 992
I 993

LONE PINE I9BB
LONE PINE 1989
LONE PINE 1990
LONE PINE I99I
LONE PINE 1992
LONE PINE 1993

OLAI.ICHA l9B8
OI,AI{CHA 1989
OI,ANCHA I99O
OI.AI\ICHA 1991
OI,AI{CHA 1992
OI,AI\TCHA 1993

s2.2 (14)
r76.s (12)
+7.+ (r5)
36.8 (14)
e.5 (ls)

s8.7 (ls)

30.+ (14)
30.3 (r 5)
L7.s (r5)
L7.B (15)
10.e (14)
8.4 (ls)

20.+ (15)
32.1 r.(6){<

e.3 (15)
23.s (15)
e.B *(l0r
7 .0 (13)

18.3 (15)
102.2 (rs)
37 .r ( l  s)
s5.6 (15)
Bs.0 (15)
23.8 (16)

1B.e (rs)
3L .2 (15)
17.7 (ls)
2r.2 (15)
2s.7 (15)
lB.s (15)

l5.e (1s)
2s.8 (15)
4s.7 (15)
18. l (14)
3e.B (15)
24.7 (13)

2+.+ (16)
27 .4 (l s)
r 2.s (14)
48.0 *(10)*
33.7 (14)
20. l (r 4)

1B.e (16)
r4.e (15)
17 .5 (15)
17.5 (15)
15.7 (14)
r+.s (15)

2r.7 (ls)
23.0 (15)
18.4 (15)
14.e (15)
t7.r (r5)
ND *(0)*

4s.+ (15)
zs.e (ls)
rr+ (16)

33.3 (15)
2 I .5 (15)
20.1 (13)

rs.2 (1s)
16. l  (16)
16.5 (1 7)
15.  I  (15)
16.4 (14)
2+.r (14)

23.3 (15)
26.s (16)
lB.4 (16)
15.2 (1s)
36.3 (15)
49.8 06)

33.+
78.1
54.5

37 .4 (5e)
3l . r (s8)

2r.7 (60)
23.0 (61)
17 .3 (62)
17 .s (60)
t7.3 (57)
16.4 (5e)

20.3 (60)

23.r (61)
r 8.0 (5e)

(60)
(57)
(60)
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APPENDD( 5
DATES OF PM-10 GREATER TFIAN 50 pglm3
AT KEE',F"R, LONE PINE OR OIAD{CHA

DATE SITE
24Hour Average l-Hour Avg.

PM-IO
uls,/m3

SPEED
mph

DIR tvIAX SPD
mph

DIR
of ldAX

tf 16188
tf 16188
| / t6/88

3/9/BB
3/9/88
3/9/BB

3/15/BB
3/15/BB
3/ 15/BB

3/28/BB
3/28/BB
3/28/BB

5/5/88
5/5/88
s/5lBB

Bl r/88
8/t/88
Blr/88

9/t2/88
9/r2lBB
9/r2lBB

rt/t7 /88
rr/t7 /88
rr/17 /88

rrl23/88
rr /23/88
rt /23/88

ICELER
LONE PINE
OI-ANCHA

KEET,BR
LONE PINE
OI-AI.ICHA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI.AI{CHA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OIAI{CIIA

KBET,ER
LONE PINE
oI-A,r{cFIA

KEELER
I,ONE PINE
OI,AI{CHA

KEEI,ER
LONE PINE
OI-AI{CHA

KEEI,.ER
I,ONE PINE
OI-AT{CHA

IGF'LF'R

LONE PINE
OI-AI{CFIA

394
172

25

l15
29
67

69
43
IB

49
23
50

56
50
l3

70
20
23

52
29

ND

r23
l 9
55

324
6+
44

6
6
r2

r2
l 5
r2

l 0
l5
t0

B
t+
I

t5
2r
l 6

6
ND
6

r2
l 1
I

l+
l 5
l 5

ND
l3
2r

ND
I{W
SSW

E
N
w

NW
NNW

N

NW
NNW

N

NW
NNW

S

SE
NNW
SSE

ENE
ND
S

NW
NNW
NNE

NW
NW
N

t7
t7
37

30
30
35

l 9
l 9
l9

23
2B
22

30
35
23

26
ND
l7

22
22
23

22
2r
3+

ND
26
32

ssw
SE
w

wNw
NNW

N

NW
NW

S

SSE
SSE

S,SSE

ND
SE,SSE

SW

w
ND

wNw

NW
NW
NNE

wNw
NW
w
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DATE SITE
24Hour Average l-Hour Avg.

PM-IO
Palmg

SPEED
mph

DIR IVIAX SPD
mph

DIR
of IvIAX

| / to/89
| / 10/89
l / to/89

r/28/89
r/28/89
r/28/89

2f 3189
2/3/89
2/3/89

3/9/89
3/9/89
3/9/89

4f 22/89
+/22/89
+/22/89

5/ ro/89
5/t0/89
5/ t0/89

5f 22189
s/22/89
5/22/89

sf 28f 89
5/28/89
5/28/89

6/3/89
6/3/89
6/3/89

6/2r/89
6/2r/89
6/2r/89

KEEI,ER
I,ONE PINE
OI-AI\CTIA

KEEITR
I.,ONE PINE
OI-AI.ICfIA

IIEELER
I,ONE PINB
OI-ANCIIA

KEELER
I,ONE PINE
oI-A,r{cHA

IGELER
I,ONE PINE
OI^6,}.{CHA

KEELER
I,ONE PINE
OI-AI.ICHA

IIEELER
I,ONE PINE
OIAI{CHA

r(F'F'r FR
I,ONE PINE
OI-AI{CIIA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI.AI{CHA

KEELER
I-ONB PINE
OIA.T{CI{A

r2
t+

r07

t86l
126
I\TD

326
87
25

++
85
20

165
34
l9

587
96
l3

98
65
22

l l
78

ND

97
l0
l9

104
2+

109

7
l l
7

B
t2
7

t6
l8
2r

l5
l l
l 0

l3
ND
2l

t2
ND
l3

l l
ND
t+

t+
t+
I

l 3
l3

ND

t4
l2
l l

N
NNW
SSE

s
NNW
NNW

NW
NW
NNE

SE
ND
SSE

s
ND
SSE

SSE
ND
SSE

s
ESE
NE

NW
NNW
w

hlw
NW
N

NW
NNW
ND

27
3+
37

2l
ND
28

l8
2t
2r

33
27
38

28
ND
2s

25
ND
3l

28
23
22

33
35
l9

23
20
20

27
22
ND

s
sE,wNw
wNw

S
ND
SSE

NItr
NNW
w

NW
NWlIttW

N

NW
NW
NNE

N
NW
NNE

s
ND
S

SE
ND
SE

s
ESE
SSE

NW
NNW
ND
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DATE SITE
24Hour Average l-Hour Avg.

PM-IO
pglm3

SPEED
mph

DIR MAX SPD
mph

DIR
of ldAX

6/27 /89
6/27 /89
6/27 /89

8/20/89
B/20/89
B/20/89

9/ 19/89
9/ 19/89
9/19/89

r0/25/89
to/2s/89
ro/25/89

12/6/89
12/6/89
12/6/89

12/30/89
t2/30/89
12/30/89

+/23/90
+/23/90
4f 23f 90

5/17 /90
sl 17 /90
5f 17190

s/23/90
5/23lW
s/23/90

B/ rs/90
8/ 15/90
Bl rs/90

OI-A[.ICHA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OIAI{CI{A

KEEITR
LONE PINE
OI-AI.ICI{A

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI-AI{CHA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI-AI{CFIA

KEEITR
LONE PINE
OI,AIYCITA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI,AhTCIIA

KEF'.r F'R
LONE PINE
OI.AhICTIA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI-AI'{CFIA

84

27

59

23

63

r03
20
5B

120

27

200

26
200

27
65

ND
6B
5B

27
2r

l 6
l l 5

3
t3

7

r2

ND
ND

ND

ND

l l
r2

ND

B
7

ND

r2
l l
t0

l0
ND
l0

I t
ND
B

l l
l 6
7

ND
r2
13

ND
l3
t7

ND
l7
t7

ND
9

ND

S
SE
ND

NW
NW
ND

NW
NNW

N

NNW
ND
NE

NW
ND
S

NW
NNW

N

ND
N

WNTry

ND
SSE
ssE

ND
S

SW

ND
SSE
ND

2s
22
ND

25
IB
2s

l 9
ND
20

2s
ND
23

25
27
2r

ND
24
26

ND
22
32

ND
2s
27

ND
t5

ND

24
IB

ND

S
SSE
ND

NW
NNW
ND

NW
NW
N

NW
ND

wNw

NW
ND

NNE

NW
NNW

N

ND
N
w

ND
SSE
w

ND
SE

SSW

ND
SSE
ND
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DATE SITE
24Hour Average l-Hour Avg.

PM-IO
us,/mg

SPEED
mph

DIR IVIAX SPD
mph

DIR
of ldAX

ttf 2sf 90
rr/25/90
rr/25/90

12/ 19/90
12/ 19/90
12/ r9/90

| /30/9r
| /30/9r
| /30/9r

3/ 13/9r
3/ 13/9r
3f l3f  9l

3/2s/9r
3/25/9r
3/2s/9r

416l9l
+/6/9r
+/6/9r

5/ | /9r
5/ l /9r
5/r /9r

5/ r8/9r
5/r8/9r
5/ r8/9r

9f 9f 9r
9/9/9r
9/919r

ro/27 /9r
10/27 /9r
10/27 /9r

I(EELER
I,ONE PINE
OI,A,NCHA

KBELER
I,ONE PINE
OI-AI{CI{A

KEEIER
LONE PINE
OI.AI{CHA

KBEI,ER
LONE PINE
OLATTICIIA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI^AI{CI{A

r(F'.F'.r nR
I,ONE PINE
OI-AI{CTIA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OIAI{CHA

KEELER
IONE PINE
OIA,T.{CHA

858
59
40

ND
l8
59

40
5 l
32

r34
5
6

l8l
17
25

r44
29

r8l

ND
82

I{rJ*

68
t4
t7

327
2r
l4

r+3
r2
7

8
7
7

l6
l0
l5

t5
IB
t7

t2
l l
n

l 8
2r
l5

2
4

ND

r2
l l

ND

9
r2
9

l3
l l
9

r2
t+
9

sw
NW
SSE

SW
N

SSE

SSW
NW
ND

NW
NW
ND

S
SSE
N

E
Nf.fW
ESE

S
SE

wNw

ssw
SE

ssw

NW
NNW
NNE

27
l8
23

27
l8
23

6
7

ND

29
l8

ND

27
30
23

27
2+
l9

30
3 l
23

2s
2+
l9

27
2+
20

2B
2+
22

ssw
SSE
SW

sw
S

SSE

SW
S

SSB

NNE
NW
ND

S
SE
ND

SSW
SSE
N

s
NW
w

S
SE

SSW

NW
NIVW
ssE

NW
NW
N
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DATE SITE
24Hour Averase l-Hour Avg.

PM-IO
p.g,/mg

SPEED
mph

DIR t\dA>( SPD
mph

DIR
of IvIAX

12/20/9r
12/20/9r
12/20/9r

4/ 12/92
+/ 12/92
+/ 12/92

4ttgt92
4ttgt92
4/ rB/92

4/30/92
+/30/92
+/30/92

6t29t92
6/29/92
6/29/92

9t3t92
9/3/92
9/3/92

rr /20/92
rr /20/92
rr/20/92

12/ t3/92
12/ 13/92
t2/t3/92

tl rf 93
r / r /93
r/ t /93

5/ r/93
5/t /93
s / r l93

LONE PINE
OIAI{CI{A

I{EELER
LONE PINE
OI-ANCIIA

I{EELER
LONE PINE
OI-AI{CHA

KEBI-ER
LONE PINE
OLAI.ICIIA

KEEI-ER
LONE PINE
OI"AIYCIIA

rrF'.Er E'.R
LONE PINE
OI-A}.{CHA

KEEI-ER
LONE PINE
OI.AhICI{A

r+2
9

6 l

151
366

3 l

350
63
l9

162
132
l 13

s26
6 l
l3

242
23
22

100
2r
39

ND
ND
365

781
l3
4

+6
3 l

153

9
l3
9

ND
t4
l8

ND
l9
l3

t3
l3
t7

17
l3
t3

12
t2
t4

IB
22
t9

t6
2+
2s

9
B
l5

B
l0
l l

NNW
SSE

S

NW
NW
NNE

ND
SSE

S

ND
NW
NNE

SE
SE

wsw

NNW
NW
N

NW
NW

NNE

ssE
N

SSE

NW
NNW

N

ssE
SSE
SSE

3l
23
35

2r
27

2s
27
2+

27
32
33

23
33
36

29
2s
29

l8
t7
2r

ssw
SE
SSE

ssw
SE
SSE

NW
NW
NNE

ND
SSE

S

ND
NNW
NNE

ssw
ENE
SSE

NW
NW
N

NW
NNW
NNE

s
SSE
SSE

SW
NNW
NNE
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DATE SITE
24Hour Average l-Hour Avg.

PM-IO
vg./m3

SPEBD
mph

DIR tvIN( SPD
mph

DIR
of IvIAX

5/3r /93
s/3r /93
s/3r/93

r0/26/93
r0/26/93
tof 26f 93

rr  /  15 /93
r t  /  15 /93
tr  /  15/93

12/21/93
12/2r/93
12/2r/93

12/23/93
12/23/93
rzf 23/93

KEELER
LONE PINE
oI.A,l,{cHA

KEEI,ER
LONE PINE
OI,AIYCIIA

KEELER
LONE PINE
OI-AI{CHA

KEEIER
LONE PINE
OI-AI{CHA

KEEI,ER
LONE PINE
OI,AIYCIIA

BO
l8
l8

ND
ND
346

67
ND
ND

r2
L7
68

ND
3+

r85

l l
l 6
l6

t9
l6
l8

B
l1
9

5
l t
+

t6
20
t4

S
SSE
SSE

NW
NNW
NNE

NW
NNW
NNE

NW
NNW
NNE

NW
NNW
NE

2+
22
22

29
2s
29

22
20
23

l0
22
10

3l
3 l
26

S
ESE
SSE

NNW
NW

NNE

NW
NNW
NNE

NW
NW
NE

NW
NNW
NE
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SrAIE OF CAUFORN1A PEIE w[SOx. Goy..io.

STATE ISNDS COMMISSION
LEO T. McCARTHY, Lieutenant Governor

O enav DAvls, controller
THOMAS W. HAYES. Director of Finane

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
18O7 - 13th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

r!
1 , t' t

dr)lgSt ro

o

o

o

o

o

()cT | |

October 7, l99l

CRIAT CA:,il 'd
L.,. ; i : ii:i.'i i:ii' i. J

Dr. Ellen Hardebeck
Air Pollution Control Officer
Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District
157 Short Street, Suite 6
Bishop, CA 93514 ,

Dear Dr. Hardebeck

I was yery en@uraged by otu Scprcmber %5 and 27 meetiags and an optimistic
that together we can shape a project that wiil improve air quality and reclaim some
public trust values to Orvens kke. As we discusse4 it is important to delineate the
roles of each of the entities involved. With specific taslq schedule and a budget clearly
identifie4 we can begin working touard our gods immediately. To this enq I have set
out the general procedures and tasks we disanssed as esscntial to beginning the Orens
I:ke Reclamation and Conservation Project

The thrcc principal agencies in the project thus far are the State knds
Commission (SIC), the Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District (GBUAPCD)
and the Univenity of California at Davis (UCD). The SIC owns the beds of Orens
Lake and the Owens River in trust for the people and thrs, seels to protect (or in this
case, reclaim) the tnrst resour@s. The GBUAPCD is reqponsible for developtqg and
implementing a plan for reducing PM 10 levels in its jurisdiction The UCD has
assembled a tean of professionals and has made them anailable to SLC for the purPose
of reclaiming Orrens Lake in a nranner which will relieve if not resolve the PM 10
problems. We believe it is time now to consider the amenities of the lake and river and
seek to reclaim some of the public trust ralues as well as improve the air quality in the
vicinity of Orvens Irke.
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Dr. Ellen Hardebeck
October 7, L99t
Page 2

We are aware of a number of solutions proposed for the PM 10 problem that
have been suggested for the lake that are unacceptable because thgy are neither
practicable noi take into account the pubtic trust resour@s of the lake. For example,

it".lqg tires, grave! wastes or treating with chemicals are not practicable nor aesthetic.
FurtUJr, covering the lake with an expensive grid of sprinkler qntems requiriag large
amounts of maintenancc does not seem to meet the need to reduce the PM 10 problem
to the extent necessary to meet legal requirements.

The Commission has contributed zubstantial monies over the years to,help furd
GBUAPCD's testi4g and analpis programs. GBUAPCD's responsibility for derreloping a
mitigation plan to resolve the air pollution problems in Orens Valley, the information
gathered frbm Phases 1-3 of testin& as well as the eryertise in workiqg on the lake bed
make your 4gency a vital participant in the management, oversighq testiqg and
implementation of this proposd. GBUAPCD is the logical entity to manage the freld
work for this program.

The UCD has assembled a multidisciplinary tean to address lake reclamation
and air quality problems at the laka They have developed a proposal whic,h includcs
establishiqg a series of sand dunes and usiqg surface and ground water to create
additional ripadan areas to trap blowing sand. The Vice0ancellor of UCD has
committed 6 this effort as one of the Univenit/s chief research priorities. This team is
an inraluable resource in our efforg to imprwe air quatity in Orrens Valley.

We have an opportunity to work with each other to craft a practica[ acsthetic
solution to a difficult problem" At our meetings last week we disansscd hon' bcst to use
each entitics talents. SI,C, GBUAPCD and UCD are ommitted and teaty to art to
implement a project that meets all of our goals. I propose establishiag a mamgpment
and wersight comnittee made up of representatives of each of those thrce entities with
the ability to add new members as necessary. It is clear that other cntities, partiailarty
the Department of Fish and Gane (DFG), havc opertise we will need to tap in
dssigning and implcmenting the project The management aommiffee may want to
include DFG and others in the manag,ement committec as well as in the process.

Src wil handle legal, administrative and public relation aspects of the project
GBUAPCD will be responsible for developing the project conjunctively with UCD as
well as directing field activities required to design, implement and test the project UCD
will be primarily responsible for research and design of the project with careful
consideration given to determini4g a definite and realistic budget Each member will
coordinate with the other two members of the ommittee and keep the other two fully
informed of the progress of its work
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Dr. Ellen Hardebeck
October 7, 1991
Page 3

By the October ?2 meedng in Davis a number of tasks should be accomplished.
UCD and GBUAPCD will work out technical ooncen$ rclated to the curent proposal.
They will jointty dwelop a schedule and list of assignments for beginniag the work on
the project UCD will also develop a definirc and realistic budget to cov.er development,
implcmentation, testing and all other expenscs of the prqposal SI.C will review the
application of California Ewironmental Oudity Act (CEQA) to the project and witl
examine fundiqg sources.

The GBUAPCD and UCD tecnnical staff will work closely together to assure
technical oonsensus on the desrgn and implementation of the project GBUAPCD, UCD
and Src wil meet at least monthly to review the stahrs of the proposal and assess
progres$ At these meeti4gs the parties will also seek to resolve ary conflicts tbat have
arisen A more formal conflict resolution process will be developed if needed.

We are all aware that this is a very dpanic process. Procedures will chaqgc as
necessary. I hesitate creating limitiqg procedures or a heary bureaucracy to guide the
prooess at this time. This approach stands the best chance of suceeding if we kecp each
member fully informed" Free and open disarsions between staff is necessary. Hmrever,
to be certaii we all are working from the same information I reommend tnit each
agency designate a ontact person for technical issues and one for administrative/legal
issues Those individuals will be responsible for distributing materids and information to 

--

the others within their qgencies This should ease mailing and inter-agency oordination

With our goals eJearly in mind and the talent assembled to implement theq I am
cerain that tbe On'ens lake Conscnration and Reclamation Project will be a suo@rss.
To reprcsent the SLC on tec"hnical issues please oontact Stwe Sekelsky at (91O 3n-
7U25. For admhistativelegal issues plcase contact Mikc Valentire at (916) 3n-Un.

o

Gene Toffoli, Legal Advisor
Department of Fish and Garne

Dr. Robert Flocchini
Univenity of California at Davis

Charles Warren
Executive Officer

o
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Dr. Ellen Hardebeck
October 7, L99t
Page 4

Dr. Thouras Cahill
University of California at Davis

Jan Stevens, Supervising Attorney General'
Departuent of Justice
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STATE LANDS COMMISSION
LEO T. McCARTHY. Lieutenant Govenru

ocnav DAvls, c.ontrol ler
THOMAS W. HAYES. Director of Finane

a.-
STAIEOG CalFORr{rA 

p€IEtmtSO , Go6mo.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
18O7 - 13th Str€et
Sacramento, CA 95814

CHARTES WARREN
Executive Offlcsr
(9161 322470,5
FAX (9161322-3568

Augtst 2, 1993 GHEAT BASIN
UNIFIED APCD

N[s. Ellen llardebeck
Air Pollution Control Officer
Great Basin Unificd Air Pollution

Control District
157 Short Street, Suite 6
Bishop, California 93514

SITBJECT: Remediation Measures at Orpens l:ke for Violation of PM-10 Standards

Dear lvfs. Hardebeclc

you have asked that I follow up on one aspect of my Octobet 7, !991 letter to
..you in which f mentioned that cerain-solutions proposed for the PM-10 problem at

Orens kke i"d;di"g plaement of tires, gavel wastcs or chemicals on the dry lake
{s you will recall, the basis for the
miftoas of limiting dtrst at Orrens l:ke is
lic tnrst ralues at the I:ke an4 additionally'
zuch values. In anY case' You have

ryal authority to control activities' includiag
bed" I am haPPy to Provide zuch a

statemenL

At the time of California's entry into the Union, all of its navigable_waterwala and

the lands undertying those waters passed from the federal government to the new state.

Articles for Admirrlioo of California to the Union, 1&50, 9 Statutes atlateg 452.

Included among these lands is the bed of Ornrens Lake. "Encltrsive julsdiction 3nd
control" over tfro" knds has been granted by the Irgislanre to the State Ilnds

Commission public Resources CoIe GRCI$ 6301. The Commission'9 powers and

,opo*ibilities in exercising the Statds ownership are octensive- PRC S 6216-

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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lvls. EUen Hardebeck
Angrrst 2, 1993
Page 2

The Commission's authority over activities on this property of the State are sct forth in

various statut€s. Among them are the followiug:

1. The property may be sol4 or othcnvise disposed ot, and may be
lease-d f6r aiy purpose the Commission 'decms desirable-.'. PRC
$s 6216, 6501.1, 6809;

L Trespasselr on the property may be ejected. PRC S 6302;

i. The land can be classified by the Commission for differcnt llses.
PRC $ 6201;

4. The Commission may require removal of structures on tbc lan4
prescribe regulations for ir use and issue pcrmits to public agcncics
for occupang/. PRC $ 6216.1, 6U-

\ile believe that the authority conferred on the Commission by thsc and other
statgtes is nrfficiently comprehensive to support the fo[owing conclusions. Activitics
taken on the bed of Orpens lakc, by cither prirrarc or public entities, are subject to
permit and regulation by the Commission The Commission can Pject Pcrmit-
ipplicatbns oi a findini tbat the proposcd activity is unreasonably detrimcntal to the
pitbUCs oumership in tr; propcrty. Finalln the Commission can ondition ary Pcrmits
issucA to require-that public trust ralues bc protected, restorcd or cnhanred"

ff you wish to disqrss these matters further, pleasc fecl frec to @ntact mc at thc
above nnmber, Stcvc Seketsky *3n-7ns or Mike Valentine at3%877.

arles lVarren
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APPENDIX 7 r Pertinent Rules and Regulations

Senate Bill 270 (Health & Safety Gode 42316)
District Rule 209-A
District Rule 400
District Rule 401
District Rule 405
Proposed District Rule 432
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SENATE BILL 27O

HEALTH & SAFETY CODE SECTION 42316

4ZJl6. (a) The GreatBadnAirPollution Controlflistrictmay require
the C[ty of l.os Aqgeles to undertake rea$rni
shrdieq to mitignte the air quality inpacts of ie ar
divension, storage, or convErance ofwater and ln
on en annual bads, reamnable fees, based on an €
to the district of ie sctivities assodated wi& the development of the
lnitigation measures and related air quetity{ndtfisis wift respectto those
actifrHes of the city. The miHgation measuret rhall not aftct &e dght of
tbe city to produce, dfu€rq store, or convey water an4 erceptfrrshrdies
and monitoring activiUes, the mitigation meanrss may only be required or
amended on lhe bads of snbstantial evideoce efiblisbiqg &at water
prcduction, diversion, storqgq or conv€yance
contributes to violations of fite or federsl ambi,

&) Ihb city may appeal anymeasur€s or ftes Inpcec
ei sbte boarit wittfti3O &ys of &e ailoption of ee mea
state board' on at teast S0days' notice, obafl conduct an-independent- 

netiditvofeeneasures orreasonableness of&sfeesu&ich
Doeat fhe deddon of the stcte board eall be ln
ffa on both thedistrtct and the dty.'Peuding a
Erd, &s cfty qhqll no! be requhed o cmply wftL
ze been splterled. Ei&€r tho dfstrl4 6 qs qtynay
r ahnltenard e deddo b'e &e fits board rmd€r dds

ecdonl(F45of&eCodbi
ofGvllPnocedurreandd lof,serviceof,&ededdon'
of t[esFte board.

(c) A vtolaHo of anI measurte lnpqqed_ly A" diqict prnilant to thlc
seddbn $ a vtolafron of an omiler of &e aistrict wfein Ehe neanlag of
Sections 41518 and tt%t{n"

I have no euthority wi& respect to &e wat€r
orage, and contle1nnce activities ofthe dty_ercept
ilf6eiqg in d;ib secuon ereqrts a geo&emgl
t &on perrnit on other dlstrict reqtriremeots.

(Added bySut& I9S3, GL dB Sec. L Eftcfiveltepteober L fgse)
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a

RIILE 209-A. Standards for Authorities to Constnrct

A General

The Air Pollution Control Officer shall deny an authority to construct for any
new stationary source or modification, or any portion thereof, unless:

1. The new source or modificatiorU or applicable portion thereof,
complies with the provisions of this rule and all other applicable
District rules and regulations and Sections 4,4300 (ec seq.) of the
California Health and Safety Cpde.

2. The applicant certifies that all other stationary sour@s in the State
which are o\med or operated by the applicant are in compliance, or
are on approved schedule for comFliance, with all applicable emission
Iimitations and standards under the Clean Air Act (42 USC 740L et.
seq.) and all applicable emission limitations and standards which are
part of the State Implementation Plan approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency.

Applicability and Exemptions

1. This rule (excluding Section D) shall apply to all new stationary sources
and modifications which are required pursuant to District rules to
obtain a permit to construct.

2. Section (D) of this rule shall apply to new stationary sources and
modifications which result in either:

A net increase in emissions of 250 or more pounds during any
day of any pollutant for which there is a national ambient air
quality standard (excluding carbon monoxide and particulate
matter), or any precursor of such a pollutant; or

A net increase in carbon monoxide emissions which the Air
Pollution C-ontrol Officer detennines would cause the violation
of any national ambient air quatity standard for carbon
monoxide at the point of ma:rimum ground level impact; or

A net increase in emissions of ?5O or more pounds during any
day of particulate matter, measured as total suspended
particulate from new stationary sources; or

b.I

I
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d. A net increase in emissions of 80 or more pounds during any

day of particulate maffer measured as PM-10 (particulate

matter with a nominal aerodynamic diameter less than 10

microns) from a modification to an cxisting stationary souree

that has net emissions of 250 Pounds or more Per day of
particulate matter measured as total suspended particulate prior

to the modification.

Any netv stationary sourse or modification which receives a permit to

oonstruct pursuant to this rule and complying with the following nvo
conditions shall be deemed as having met the prwisions of Part C of
the Ctean Air Act, as amended in 1977, and any regulations adopted
pursuant to those provisions.

a. Net emissions increase of all pollutants for which therc is a
national ambient air quality standard, and all precursors of such
pollutantg shall be mitigated (otrset) by reduced emissions from
existing stationary or no$tationary sourccs. Emissions
reductions shall be sufEcient to oftct any net emissions increase
and shall take efrect at the time of, or before, initial operation
of the nery souroe, or within fl) days after initial-opcrations of
a modifi@tion.

The applicant shall demonstratq to thc satisfaction of the Air
Pollution Control Officer, that the proposed ncw source or
modification will not have a significant air quatity impact on any
Ctass I area in cascs where eithcr the Air Pollution Contnol
Officer, the Air Rcsources Boar4 or the IJ. S. Em'ironmental
Protection Agency requests such a dcmonstration at any time
during the district's rcview of the application for an authority to
eonstruct or within 30 dap of the public notice of the Air
Pollution Control OfEcer's dccision on the application.

b.
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RIJLE 400. Ringelmann Chart

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any single source of emission
whatsoever, any air contaminant for a period or periods aggregating more than three
minutes in any one hour which is:

A As dark or darker in shade as that designated as No. 1 on the Ringelmann
Charq as published by the United States Bureau of Mines; or

B. Of such opacity as to obscure an observer's view to a degree equal to or
greater than does smoke described in subsection (A) of this rule.

1. "An observer" is defined as either a human observer or a certified,
calibrate4 in-stack opacity monitoring qrutem.

RIILE 401. Fugitive Dust

A A person shall take reasonable precautions to prevent visible particulate

matter from being airborne, under normal wind conditions, beyond the
properfy from which the emission originates. Reasonable precautions include,
but are not limited to:

1. (Jse, where possible, of water or chemicals for control of dust in the
demolition of cxisting buildings or structures, oonstruction operations,
the grading of roads or the clearing of land;

2. Application of asphalt, oil, water, or suitable chemicals on dirt roads,

ffi:;" 
stockpiles, and other surfaces which can give rise to airborne

3 
HI;'#:#j.T*llHrH:*'#:liH;#ff3'":'H:

4. Use of water, chemicals, chuting venting or other precautions to

ffi"#'3f;$T:,1il;:Iffi Tfiffi#:il1#ooandringdus'fv
5. Maintenanse of roadways in a clean condition.

B. This rule shall not apply to emissions discharged through a stack.
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RULE 405. Exceptions

Rule 4O0 does not apply to:

A Fire set by or permitted by a public officer if such fire is set or permission
given in the perfonnan@ of an official duty of such officer, and such fire, in

the opinion of such officer, is necessary:

L. For the purpose of the prevention of a fire hazard which cannot be
abated by other means, or

2. The instruction of public employees in the methods of fighting fire.

B. Fires set pursuant to a permit on property used for industrial Purposes for the
purpose of instruction of employees in methods of fighting fire.

C. Agricultural operations neoessary in the growing of crops or raising of fowls
or animals, or

The use of an orchar4 field crop, or citrus grove heater which does not
produce unconsume4 solid carbonaoeous matter at a rate in excess of that
allowed by State law.

The use of other equipment in agricultural operations necessary in the growing
of crops, or raising of fowls, or animals.

D.

E.
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PROPOSED RULE 432 and RELATED DEF|N|T|ONS

Proposed Definition - Rule l01.AE:
Best Available Control Measure (BACM) - BACM is the maximum degree of emissions reduction
of PM-10 and PM-10 precursors from a source which is determined on a case-by-case basis,
taking into account €r€rg/r environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, to be
achievable for such f""ility through application of production pnocesses and available methods,
systems, and techniques for control of each such pollutant. @raft Addendum to the General
Preamble for the implementation of Title I, May 1993)

Prorrosed Definition - Rule lOl.AF:
Water Mining Activities - Those activities related to the production, diversion, storager or
conveyance or water which have been developed for export purposes.

Proiosed Rule 432 - Otryens r.ake Dust Control:
A. The City of Los Angeles shall develop and implement a dust control plan to be approved

by the Air Pollution Control Oflicer (APCO) to reduce PM-10 emissions by 
"pplyrng 

Best
Available Control Measures, where their water mining activities cause or contribute to
violations of the state or federal ambient air quality standards in the Owens Valley Federal
PM-10 non-attainment axea. Such measures will include but are not limited to; vegetation
based, water based, sand fence based, or other surface protection control measures or
means as specified by the APCO.

l. The development and implementation of the dust control plan may be satisfied by
fulfilling the requirements of California Health and Safety Code Section +2316,
which requires the City of Los Angeles to undertake measures to mitigate the air
quality impact of its water gathering activities.

2. The dust control plan shall include; a schedule for implementing contnols that
ensures that the controls will be implemented as expeditiously as practicable, any
required environmental documentation, and recond keeping requirements to
provide evidence of the application of control measures. Reconds shall be
submitted upon request from the APCO, and shall be open for inspection during
unscheduled audits.

B. The dust control plan required under District Rule +32A. shall be submitted to the
APCO by July l, 1996. Upon approval, the City of Los Angeles shall initiate the
implementation of dust contnol measunes on the approved schedule. Modifications to
elements of the dust contnol plan may be made if the City of Los Angeles can show to the
satisfaction of the APCO that certain requirements of the dust contnol ptan are technically
infeasible, or can show such modificatirrns will not delay attainment of the fbderal air
quality standards, or can show such modifications will result in a cost effective and
technically superior long-term control strategT.
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APPENDIX I - Typical Industrial Source Permit
Gonditions
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PERIU|TTTO OPEETATE

GngAr Basnv Umrtrp Ate PoLLurloN CoNrnol DrsrRrcT
t5' shod st suire 16 - Eishop. cA g}5l4

(619f 872€2ll

PEru(IA NUUBER 632

pqrsuant to the autlrorlty granted under ttre Rules tld Regulati-ons for ttre

ar";a gasin UnLfied Air Pollution- @ntrol OlstrLct, the

Federal t{blte Aggregrates

"-l#;,1"?,iT":,"effi ""o'??t*,
operatlons and assoclated equl-pnent and trr_lldlngs located at:

o 6 r o n f t " G h o s t r o w n r o n o o l 6 n f t e r o o p R o a d r o e f n r y z l 3 S ' T n l l e s s o u t b e a s t
of Ione Plne, fnYo CountY.

is herdby grranted a per:mLt to operate as of rruly 22, 1991.

tfbis per:u!.t to operate Ls grranted for one ye?r and Dly- be _renqed uEon
p"yr*tt 

-oF 
tn" reiewal fee oi or before tlre annLversarlz date above.

EQgIPltEt! DESCRrgfroN FoR PERltr'|lt Iloloulte Crusbing t ScreenLngr Plant.

1 - 1o ton ore hopper
1 - vlbratlngr f,eeder
1 - Cedar RaPids Jaw onrsher
2 - conveyor- (Jaw to screen) 3 hp ea.
1 - Overstrou trlPle declc screen
1 - conveyor (seeen to rolls)
1 - @lnnbla rolle cntsher
1 - conveyor (rol.Is to Jar)
2 - belt conveyorg € 5 bP ea.
2 - coariEe ore storage btns
2 - unlon speclar sewLngr nachlnes
1 - 6aclcltrgf .bi11.& saclcer
2 - conveyors (-Orrerstro to Sneco) 3 hp ea
1 - Sneco trtPle declc ecreen
2 - valve lnclcers 3 bP ea

r Fccnt dorrmr rrdrclrr tfrr6ovrpcmlttcr orlolrrrryo(
RJcl.Gd Rcgtfdbr o( C€ G...i 8.tfr Udfi.d Alr Fonsdott

rrct Oblrlct or Oivbloo 20. Ch.eac L ^tfd.3. of 6. l{..lth
. s.t tv efi'h.{ rlra Srrte of (e.nt.rilfi.

n/a bp
nla bp
so hp

f b P
772 hP

3 h p
70 hp

3 b p
10 hp

n'la hp
1 b p

nla hp
6 b p
3 b p
6 h p

C{)!IES,OL gISfEUs

1 - tfater trtrctc ontro1s plt anrd haul road fugitlve drrst eul'ssl'ons-

PERI1II qOND1afONS: See the attached conditlonal approrral.

\.- c^ ta. ,g.yl
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conditl.onal lpproval for Pernit to oPcrate l{o. 632

Federal t{hl.te Aggrregrates
870-789 West Pender Street

Vancotnrerl 8.C., Canrada V6CLAZ

Iocated at:
Dolordtc Ghost Tottt, on Dolonl,te Loop Road,
off Eny 138, 7 nLles soutleast of lone Pine

PERI(I! CmlDIrroN8:
1. tltre Dlstrlc{ w1.11 be notifled 48 borrrs prlor to equLpuent star:t up and
48 hours prlor to comerrclng seasonal start up bry calltlg (6191 87242LL.
2. Federal t{hite fggregates Ls responslble for dust control frou
coeeneenent of ttrle pnoJec*, to ftJral coupt.etl-on and Ls aleo resPonstble for
lnsurlngr that srrbcontrastor(el, eqlloyees, and at.l. otJrer p€rsons connected
rltb tbe pnojcct ablde blt tbc condLtloas of this pernlt.
!. t[lre honrly lnprrt f,€€d rate 6h411 be l.Lrtt€d to 10 tons per borr ard lE
restricted to processlngr no ror'e thrn 24o tons of dolqlte aggrregate per day.
t}ally produotion reoords cha1l be kept on slte and rade arrallable to tlre
DLstrlct staf,f ulron request.
1. Wlthtn 90 days after placl.ngr the cnrshtng plant tnto operatLon, the
app1lcant 6ball offset al.l tncr:eased eld.sslons by dfsuant$ng tbe equtpent
covered under forrcr Periltts to Operate tto. 5.2L (crusUtng plant G 2r, atd tlo.
487 (aggaregrate sash plant) .
5. ':[o prevent vlolations of Dt6trlc{, Rule(s) {OO, {O1 and 4O2o Fedcral
lllrtte AgErregrates shall have et a nlnlnn qre (1, tatcrtng tructc anraltrble
full ttre to apply rater to areas tn and arcund tbe ptant. lfhe agpllcant
rr111 give particular attention to contnollt-ng dust firo:

ia,. unfryrovea a@rsa noads u6€d for entrancee to or €dt f,r*rn tbe
raterLal plt.
b. areaa tn and around tbe open quanqf, and aggnregnte otsUfng ptant.
o. dftt, andl md cardcaf on and depclted on adJaoeot lryrovea cfiiccts
and rroads, and tbese streets s1s rafntalned tn a clcan tllntret.
d. the raterLale plt, and one storaEe pll.e fugrltlv€ enLsalqs nben
needed to lalntaln fugltlve dust eoleslons belw a lttngretrann 1 (20t
ogncttlzf .
e. al1 dust euLeelons, atrd l{rat any dust euLsslon ls tcept below a
tULngrebann 1 (2ol opacltlzf . '

6. Fedarat. tfhlt€ eggrcgat€s Ghat.l. post and obeewe a L5 ryh spccd l'tdt at
the proJeot. Durlngr- iorlraf dally ac{,lvlt1z, Federal l{httc egFegaGes, tbelr
aontr:actor (el , and eqlloyees rdtl obeanre thls epeed I'trlt. fire epeed thlt
daf be strlc{,ly enforred by tbe alpllcant. (Autlrorit!, clted nrles {,o2 &
2Lo' .
7. ff rlnd conilltlons arlE gucb tbat ttre applicant cannot.coatrol dutt'
Feden!. tlblte Aggregrator lhdt' cbuE dorn qU ottciratJons (erccpt fc eqtdfcut
us€d f,or dust contnolt . Under no ctncungtance vllt' wlnd, gcneratcd dlr6t bc
at.lored to blow acroas a propertlz bourdarlz.
8. ':tbe blrlgbt of all aggregafc etoragre pll'es and lts cowqfor drop dlstance
shal'l bc tept to a td.trllrn. Agrgrregatc storage pile beigrht 6Dttl not be
alloned ts exceed r 20 foot Da:dlu hclgbt. If Dlstrl6€, .Rrle(sl {OO, 4o1 or
{,O2 arc vloLated, rater 6hrll, bc appl.lGd to tbe ctcage piles as neae3nry
to rlnl-dze fugLtlve dust enLeslons cause by hl$ sfutds.
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APPENDIX I - Owens Lake Aduisory Group Members

a

o
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APPENDIX 9 - OWENS I.AKE ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS

AEROVIRONMETWf , rNC.
AT[N: STEI\IE PETERSON
53 SANTTA FEI,IETA DRTVE
sAr'ITA BARBARA, CA 93LL7

ARB / ertu: DEAII sArTo
LLO2 Q S1REET
TECHNICAIT SITPPORT DrV.
SACRAMENTO, cA 958L2
9L6 322-8269

AIR RESOTIRCES BOARD
ATTN: KARLYTI BI,ACK
2O2O L STREET
EXEC(ITIVE OFFICE
SACRAIT{ENTO, CA 958L4

ArR SCTENCES, rNC.*
ATIN: ROGER STEET{
L2596 W. BAYAI'D A\TEDITIE
L'AKEWOOD, CO 80228

CAI,TFORNTA STATE SENATE
THE HONORABLE DON ROGERS
P. O. BOX 942848, R^l{ 5052
SACRAI{ENTO, cA 94248-OOO]-

NAVAL AIR WE.APONS STATION (CO8O8}*
AT[N: BREIIDA l'0HN
1 AD!{INISTRATWE CIRCLE
cHrNA r,AKE, CA 93555-6001

owENs \rr,Y MoSQUITO ABATBMEIIT DIST -
ATIN: STEI/EN F:REDERfCKSON
2O7 W. SOTITH STREET
BrsEoP, eA 93514

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
AT[N: MA:(INE LEVIN
usDA / 2L2L-C STE LO2
DAVTS, CA 95616
916 757-8206

SOIIUTERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
ATTN: ROB FARBER
374 I,AGOON STREET
BrsHoP, cA 93514

STATE I,AIIDS COMMISSION
ATIN: AL WILI,ARD
2OO OCEAITGATE, 12TE Fr,R
roNG BEACIT, CA 9O8O2
2L3 590-5201

STATE I,A}IDS COMMISSION
ATTN: ARTHUR NITSCIIE
2OO OCEjAITGATE, 12th FLR
roNG BEjACH, CA 90802
2L3 590-520L

o
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APPENDIX 9 - OWENS IAKE ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS

KEITII BRIGHT
P.O. DRAI'IER V
rIIDEPBIDET{CE, CA 93526

CAT BROI{N
U.S. FISH & WIITDIJIFE SERVfCE
VBITUR.A FTEI'D OFFTEE
2L4O EASTMA}I AVENT'E
vEr.ITttRA, CA 93003

HOY BT'EI,I,
GREENEART FARMS, rNC.
P.O.  BOX 1510
ARROYO GRjAllDE, eA, 93421-6510

TIIO!,TAS CAIIITL*
CROCKER NUCLEAR IJAB.
ArR QrtAI,rlY GROttP
T'NIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
DAVIS, eA 95515

GREG CHO
T'NTVERSIIY OF ESLIF1CRNIA
MECE,AERO, & !!,AT'L ENG DEPT
DAVTS, CA 95615-8569

DONALD CIIRISTEI{SON
P.O.  BOX 38
roNE PrNE, CA 93545

GIL COCIIRA}I*
DESERT RESE.ARCE INSTITTITts
P.O. BOX 60220
RENO, Nt/ 89506-0220
702 673-7367

SC1CTT COPEITAIID
CROCKER NUCITEjAR LAB.
AIR QIIAIJIIY GROT P
T'NTVERSITT OF CALIFORNTA
DA\rlts, cA 95616

PAITI COSNER
ITIE NEWS REI/IEI{
109 N. SAI{DERS
RTDGECREST, cA 93555

CHATTEN CIOT{HERD*
MIDT{EST RESE;ARCE INSTITUTE
425 VOLKER BIJVD.
KANSAS CrlY, MO 64110
816 753-7600

BII,L COX
GRE,AT BASIN I'NTFIED APCD

R,AIIDY DAIIIGREN*
T'NTVERSITT OF CAI,TH)RNIA DAVIS
HOAGI.,A}ID HALIJ
DAVTS, eA 95615-8559

I,ADID AIR & WATER RESOI'RCES
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BETIY GII,CHRIST
851 SHAIIAR I,AIIE
IpNE PINE, ee. 93545
619 876-45L7

TOM GTLL*
CROCKER NUCLE.,AR I,AB.
ArR QIIALIIY GROttP
I'NIVERSIIY OF CALIE1CRNTA
DAVIS, CA 956L6

DALE GILTETTE*
u . s . E . P . A
MAII, DROP 81
RESE"ARCH TRTANGIE PK, NC 277LL
9L9 541-1883

BOB GRACEY
P.O.  BOX 345
TNDEPEIIDENCE, CA 93526

DAVID GROENETIELD*
TTTYO COT,NTY WATER DEPARTT{WT
163 IIIAY STREET
BrsHoP, e3, 93514
6L9 872-LL68

MIKE GRI'IIDVIG*
RAIN-FOR-RE\IT
P.O. BOX 2248
BAIGRSFIELD, CA 93303

ET.LEI|T IIARDEBECK
GRTAT BAfiIN UNTFTED APCD

{IODY HATZEIJIJ*
DESERT RESE.ARCH INSTITT,'TE
P.O. BOX 60220
RENO, tW 89505
702 673-749L

SARJA HSAD*
AEROVIRONMENT TNC.
53 SAIITA FEI,ICIA DRrvE

805 967-7699

BRAD HICI(S
I,AIIOIITA}I WATER QTIAI,ITT GCNTROIJ BRD
L5428 CrVIe DRn/E
VICIORVIIJLE' CA 92392-2359

ROBERT EIGIA
STATE I,AIIDS CO!,TMISSION
1807 13TE STREET
SAeRAIT{E[flfO, eA 95814

REGINAI,D HII,L
WAVE PROPOGATION I,AB, R/E/WP
IiIAT ' IJ OCEAIITC/ATTI{OSPEERIC ADMIN 325 BROADWAY
BOttr,DER, CO 80303

o

o
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ERIC I,AY-I{AN
12OO FIPRA WAY
RIDGECREST, CA 93555

AEROVIRONME}TT TNE.
P.O.  BOX 5031
I'[O![ROVIA, ee, 91016
8 1 8  3 5 7 - 9 9 8 3

TOM IJTPP
CAIJIF DEPT OF FISH & GAI.{E
P.O.  BOX 99
fIIDEPEIIDEI.ICE, eA 93526

IVIYICLE I€I{IUS
304 VAI{ESSA
RTDGECREST, CA 93555
6 1 9  3 7 L - 4 4 L 7

RICEARD T.pPEZ
KEELER CIOMMT'NIIY SERVTCE DISTRICT
P.O. BOX 2L2
KEELER, CA 93530

MARY LI'IIDSTROM
731- HOTVEIJJ AVENUE
RTDGIECREST, CA 93555

EDI.IA IT{AITA
ASSEMBIJT'II{A}I CORTESE I S OFFICE
Rr{ 5031
SACRAIT{ENTO, CA 95814

I,ARRY MAITIEI{S
NAVAL ArR WARFARE Cl[fR, WEAPONS DrV.
eo2392, RESEjARCH DEPT.
CIIINA r,AICE, CA 93555

\TERNON MIIJLER
FORT IIIDEPEIIDENCE RESERVATION
P.O.  BOX 67
FORT MDEPEIIDENCE, CA 93526
619 878-2L26

CIIIDI MIrION
LAEO!f,IAlt WATER QIIALITT COTSTROIJ BRD
L5428 Crvre DRrVE
VICI0RVIIJ,E, CA 92392-2359

ANDREW MORIN
P . O .  W X  2 4
IONE PIIIE, EA 93545

DTCK MacI.{TINEN
WIIITE IVfIIiI RESEARCE STATION
3OOO E. I,INE STREET
BrsHoP, cA 93514

MEMBERS

o
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CHRIS PATTON
CAI, POLY POMONA
DETT I,A}IDSCAPE & ARCHTTE TURE
3801 W. TEMPLE, 606 STttDrO
POMONA, CA 91768

PAI'IJ PAYIIE
c€ulqrY oF Irirvo
P.O.  BOX 11
IPNE PINE, CA 93545

TIIOMA*S PHIFER
451 PTNE STREET
BrG PME, CA 93513

AI.A}I PICI(ARD
EALIF DEPT OF FISH & GAME
4O'T WEST IJINE STREET
BrsHoP, cA 93514

i'OHN PINSONNAI'LT
WARZYTiI, INC.
32O N. IIAI,fITEAD, STE 24O
PASADENA, CA 9LLO7

MICHAEI, P&ATHER
STERRA Cr,\,BIAUDUBON SOCTETY
P . O .  B O X  4 0 5
rpNE PrNE, CA 93545
5 1 9  8 ? 5 - 5 8 0 7

IJARRY PRIIIOSCH
BT'REAU OF I,AI{D MANAGEMEIIT
787 NORTII MATN STREET
SUITE P
BrsHoP, eA 93514

RAY'IUOI{D PRTTTIE
I, A DEPT OF WATER & POWER
P.O. BOX 111, R!!  L466
rFs AIIGET,ES, CA 90051
2L3 481-6193

DENYSE RACIIIE
CAI,IF DEPT OF FISH & GAME
4O7 I{EST IJINE STREHT
BrsHoP, cA 93514
6 1 9  8 7 2 - L L 7 L

TO[,I RIIEINER
I,AIIOI{TAN WATER QI'ALTIY CONTROI, BRD
]-5428 CrVrC DR., STITTE 1O0
vreilcRvrr,LE, CA 92392

{IIM RICIIARDS*
UNTVERSIIY OF EAI,IFICRNIA DAVIS I,ASID AIR & WATER RESOT'RCES
IIOAGI,A}ID IIALL
DAVTS, CA 95516-8569 

;
KEN RICHMOND
MCCULLEY, E:RICK & GIIJT'IAN, fNC. 34OO 188t'h ST SW, STE 4OO
LI'IINWOOD, WA 98037'4708
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PAI'I, STOCKT\CN*
SENSIT I,ABS, INC.
479 W. MIDI{AY
Ml\Mr.r.F:, SD 59257
70L 786-2676

CIIUCK IIIISTLEWArTE
cottNlY oF rrirro
PITAIINING DEPARTII{EI\IT
P. O. DRAI{ER L
IIIDEPEIIDENCE, CA 93526

BARRY TITOMPSON
645 TRISIIA COURT
RTDGECREST, CA 93555

GEIIE TOFEICI,I
CELIF DEPT OF FTSH & GAI{E
1415 9TII STREET
sAcRAIrtElWIO, CA 95814

JIM TROTIT
STATE I,A}IDS COMMISSION
1807 13TII STREET
SAERAIT{ENTO, CA 95814

SCOTT IYITER*
DESERT RESEAR.CH INSTITUTE
T'NIVERSrIY OF NEVADA SYSTE[.{
P.O. BOX 60220
RENO, lW 89506-0220

MTCIIAEL VALBITINE
STATE I,'ANDS COMMISSION
1807 13TH STREET
SACRAIT{ENTO, CA 95114

RON VA}I BENTHTrySEN
EALIF DEPT OF FISH & GAIT{E
ATR SERVICES
L4L6 9TE STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814

C. AIIN WADE
2LL2 EERSON RTVER RD
I,!ARKLEE\'1ILLE, CA 95120

IIEIDI WAITERS
IIWO COI'NIY WATER DEPT
163 MAY STREET
BrsHoP, eA 93514

SAM WASSON
P.O.  BOX 83
KEELER, CA 93530

iIAIqES WERNICKE
STATE OF CE DEPT OF iIUSTICE
oFFrcE oF TIIE ATnORNEy GB{ERAL 1515 K STREET' SUITE 511

SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
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